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Superseding Guidance on Reporting and Investigating Claims
to United States Citizenship

This memorandum supersedes the guidance issued on November 6, 2008, entitled "Superseding
Guidance on Reporting and Investigating Churns to United States Citizenship." This guidance is
imended to ensure claims to U.S. citizenship receive immediate and careful investigation and
analysis.
While perlbrming their duties. U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officers, agents,
and attorneys, may encounter aliens who are not certain of their status or claim to be United States
citizens (USC). As the Iminigration and Nationality Act (INA) provides numerous avenues for a
person to derive or acquire U.S. citizenship, ICli officers, agents, and attorneys, should handle
these matters with the utmost care and highest priority. While some cases may be easily resolved.
because of the complexity of citizenship and nationality law, many may reqidre additional
investigation and substantial legal analysis. As a matter of law, ICli cannot assert its civil
immigration enlbreement authority to arrest and/or detain a USC. Consequently, investigations
into an individuals claim to U.S. citizenship should be prioritized and Office of Investigations (OD
and Detention and Removal Operations (DRO) personnel must consult with the Office M the
Principal Legal Advisor's (OPI,A) local Office of the Chief Counsel (OCC) as discussed below.
Claims at the Time of Encounter
When officers and agents encounter an individual who they suspect is without lawful status but
claims to be a USC, the situation will fall into one of three categories: I) evidence indicates the
person is a USC; 2) some evidence indicates that the individual may be a USC but is inconclusive;
and 3) no probative evidence indicates the individual is a CSC. IIevidence indicates the individual
is a USC. ICE should neither arrest nor place the individual in removal proceedings. Where there
is some probative evidence that the individual is a USC, officers and agents should consult with
their local OCC as soon as practicable. After evaluating the claim, if the evidence of U.S.
citizenship outweighs evidence to the contrary, the individual should not be taken into custody.
The person may, however, still be placed in removal proceedings if them is reason to believe the
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Subject: Superseding Guidance on Reporting and Investigating Claims to United States
Citizenship
individual is in the United States in violation of law. Finally, where no probative evidence of U.S.
citizenship exists and there is reason to believe the individual is in the United States in violation of
law, the individual may be arrested and processed for removal. In all cases, any uncertainty about
whether the evidence is probative of U.S. citizenship should weigh against detention.
Claims by Individuals Subject to an NTA

Agents and officers must fully investigate the merits of any claim to citizenship made by an
individual who is subject to a Notice to Appear (NTA), whether the claim was made before or after
the NTA was served on the individual. Such investigations should be prioritized and Oland DRO
personnel should consult with their local OCC as soon as practicable when investigating such
claims. In addition, 01 and DRO, along with their local OCC, must jointly prepare a memorandum
examining the claim using the attached template. A notation should be made in the Enforce Alien
Removal Module (EARM) and a copy of the memorandum should be placed in the alien's A-file.
The memorandum should also be saved in the General Counsel Electronic Management System
(GEMS) and notated using the designated GEMS barcode.
Claims by Detained Individuals

If an individual already in custody claims to be a USC, an officer must immediately examine the
merits of the claim and notify and consult with his or her local OCC. If the individual is
unrepresented, an officer must immediately provide the individual with the local Executive Office
for Immigration Review (EOIR) list of pro bono legal service providers, even if one was previously
provided.
DRO and OPLA must also jointly prepare and submit a memorandum examining the claim and
recommending a course of action to the HQDRO Assistant Director for Operations at the "USC
Claims DRO" e-mailbox and to the HOOPLA Director of Field Operations at the "OPLA Field
Legal OPS" e-mailbox. Absent extraordinary circumstances, this memorandum should be
submitted no more than 24 hours from the time the individual made the claim. HQDRO and
HQOPLA will respond to the field with a decision on the recommendation within 24 hours. A
notation should be made in EARM and a copy of the memorandum and resulting decision should
be placed in the alien's A-file. The memorandum and resulting decision should also be saved in
GEMS and notated using the designated GEMS barcode.
If the individual's claim is credible on its face, or if the investigation results in probative evidence
that the detained individual is a USC, the individual should be released from detention. Any
significant change in circumstances should be reported to the "USC Claims DRO" e-mailbox and
the "OPLA Field Legal Ops" e-mailbox.
Examination of the Merits

Interviews with detainees making such claims must be conducted by an officer or agent in the
presence of and/or in conjunction with a supervisor. Interviews will be recorded as sworn
statements and must include all questions needed to complete all fields on a Record of Deportable
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Subject: Superseding Guidance on Reporting and Investigating Claims to United States
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Mien, Form 1-213. In addition, the sworn statement must include additional probative questions
designed to elicit information sufficient to allow a thorough investigation of the person's claim of
citizenship. Additional steps to be taken may include vital records searches, family interviews, and
other appropriate investigative measures. Officers and agents should also work with their local
United States Attorney's Office to ensure that any statement includes information sufficient to use
in prosecuting appropriate cases under 18 U.S.C. § 911, should it ultimately come to light that the
individual intentionally made a false claim to U.S. citizenship.
State and Local Officers with Authority under INA § 287(g)

Field Office Directors (F0Ds) and Special Agents in Charge (SACs) shall ensure that all state and
local officers with delegated immigration authority pursuant to INA § 287(g) within their area of
responsibility understand and adhere to this policy. FODs and SACs are expected to thoroughly
investigate all USC claims made by individuals encountered by 287(g) designated officers.
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ISSUE: WRTV in Indianapolis is doing a story next week on detainers placed on USCs. He is requesting
releasable information on a USC female who is complaining that she was held on an ICE detainer after getting
anested in a bar fight in December. Reporter is also requesting a statement on why detainers are important and
what they accomplish.
BACKGROUND: The reporter did a previous story on detainers on USCs after the ACLU filed a civil
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C
complaint in U.S. District Court in Indianapolis seeking a jury trial and compensatory damages regarding
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
naturalized USC who was allegedly held on an ICE detainer for 3 days. At that time, ICE
declined comment due to pending litigation. The re orter is now doing a story for February Sweeps that also
rb)().(b)(7)(c)
6
looks at the case of
s complaining that she was held on a detainer at the Marion
County Jail after being arrested at a bar fight on De . 11, 2011.
From ERO: The immigration detainer that had bee I issued to
bond hearing for the local charge. ICE never took custody of her

ncelled before she even had a

)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Per the FRO agent: "To my best recollection,
lwas listed as a Mexican National on the
)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Marion County JIMS s stem on 12/11/201 tb)(7)(E)
liatabases were negative for PV71
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
DOB
I lodged an immigration detainer on tb)(6)a)(7)(c)
n 12/11/2011 in the morning
)(67)(C)
laim
hours. I received a phone message and email from the Marion County Jail cone min t=
oqiatabase
of United States citizenship within hours of lodging the detainer. I revisited therrd'
andr)(6) )(7)(c) II
vas listed as a United States citizen with a lace of birth as Indiana. I immediately emailed a
cancellation detainer over to Marion County for
' The detainer was ancelled prior to her posting
bond and her initial hearing. Thus, at no time did the ICE detainer restrict her release from local custody.
Timeline:
Booked into the jail on 12/11/2011

4:51 A.M.

Immigration Detainer lodged 12/11/2011@ 9:12 A.M.
Bond Set on 12/11/2011 @11:27 A.M.
Immigration Detainer cancelled 12/11/2011
Criminal Bond Posted 12/11/2011

2:40 P.M.

3:04 P.M

Initial Court Hearing 12/11/2011 (k 3:30 P.M
Released 12/11/2011 @ 4:30 P.M.
PROPOSED RESPONSE: "Based on initial information available to U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), a detainer was placed on
at the Marion Count Jail during the morning
hours of Sunday, Dec. 11, 2011. ICE was subsequently notified by jail officials thai
as claiming to
be a U.S. citizen. Subsequent records checks confirmed this and ICE immediately cancelled the detainer at
2:40pm, prior to her posting bond. At no time was
n CE custody and at no time did the detainer
keep her from being released from local custody.
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ICE treats all claims of U.S. citizenship with the utmost seriousness. ICE has taken numerous steps to ensure
that the detention of U.S. citizens does not occur, including a new detainer form and the launch of a toll-free
hotline — (855) 448-6903 — that detained individuals can call if they believe they may be U.S. citizens or
victims of a crime."
On Background: An immigration detainer (Form 1-247) is a notice that DHS issues to federal, state and local

LEAs to inform them that ICE intends to assume custody of an individual in the LEA's custody and to request
that the LEA notify ICE as soon as possible prior to the time when LEA would otherwise release the individual.
Detainers help ensure that individuals who are convicted of criminal charges or have previously been removed
are not released back into the community to potentially commit more crimes. Detainers are critical tools in
assisting ICE's identification and removal of criminal aliens, immigration fugitives, illegal re-entrants, recent
border crossers and others who have no legal right to remain in the United States.
httpilwww. ice.gov/newsil ibraryllactsheetsidetainer-laqs.htm
httpilwww.ice.gov/newsireleasesll I 12/I I I 229washingtondc.htm
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From:
To:
CC:
Subject: Detainers
Date: 2012/02/16 14:42:48
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Hi Rafael.

Here is what I can provide:

"Rased on initial information a iailable to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Irb)(6).(b)(7)(CM2)

(ICE), a detainer was placed on

at the Marion County Jail duhng the

morninii hours of Sunday, Dec. II, 2011. ICE was subsequently notified by jail officials
tha
w as claiming to be a U.S. citizen. Subsequent records checks confirmed
this and ICE immediately cancelled the detainer at 2:40pm, prior to her posting bond. At
no time w,

in ICE custody and at no time did the detainer keep her from

being release ram ocal custody.

ICE treats all claims of U.S. citizenship with the utmost seriousness. ICE has taken
numerous steps to ensure that the detention of U.S. citizens does not occur, including a
new detainer form and the launch (if a toll-free hotline

(855) 448-6903

detained individuals can call if they believe they may be U.S.

that

citizens or victims of a

crime."

An immigration detainer (Form 1-247) is a notice that DHS issues to
federal, state and local LEAs to inform them that ICE intends to assume custody of an

(hi Background:

individual in the I.EA's custody and to request that the I.EA notify ICE as soon as
possible prior to the time when LEA would otherwise release the individual. Detainers
help ensure that individuals who are corwicted of criminal charges or have previously
been removed are not released back into the community to potentially commit more
crimes. Detainers are critical tools in assisting ICE's identification and removal or
criminal aliens, immigration fugitives, illegal re-entrants, recent border crossers and
others who have no legal right to remain in the United States.
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http://www.ice.gov/news/library/factsheets/detainer-faqs.hun
httpn7www.ice.govinews/releases/1112/111229washingtondc.htm

Thanks!

(2)

Spokeswoman
U.S. Immigration and CustomsEnforcement (ICE)
312-347
312 446

From: Sanchez, Rafael

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 10:20 AM
To: r)(6) (b)(7)(C) (k)(2)
Subject: FW: Attached Image

rb)(6))(b)(7)
(C))(k)(2)

My detainer story will air the week of February 20111.

)(6).(b)(7)(C)a)(2)

L

Beyond the guy who is suing you
1, see your previous response below),
Is complaining that she was held on a detainer when she was arrested
after a bar tight on 12/11/2011.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C))0<)(2)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)a)

as born (2)
She was held in the Marion County jail. I have attached
in the PDF above of her arrest above.

2)
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Let me know you find out.

Does ICE want to provide a statement on why it values the detainer process and what it
accomplishes?

Respectfully,
Rafael Sanchez
Reporter
WIZTV-6

From:
Sent: 1 hursday, December 01, 2011 3:32 PM
To .rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)a)(2)
Subject:

Hey

RE: hole from Indianapolis re: media request

(2)

Here is Willa I can provide.., which isn't a whole lot...

"U.S. linmigration and Customs Enforcement (If TE) does not comment on matters
pending litigation.'
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As far as deportation slats, for the Chicago ICE office (IL, IN, WI. KY, KS. MO ):

FY 2010
criminals)

10,346 (of those, 5,386 were convicted criminals, and 4,960 were non-

FY 2011
criminals)

11,786 (of those,7,491 were convicted criminiIs, and 4,295 were non-

Hope that helps! (k)(2)

Spokeswonnin
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enlbreement (ICE)
312-347
312 446
Tb)(6).(b)(7)(C).1k) 2)

From: 6NewsFax [mailto:Newscanon@wrtv.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 11:05 AM
To: Sanchez, Rafael
Subject: Attached Image

Scripps Media, Inc., certifies that its advertising sales agreements do not discriminate on
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the basis of race or ethnicity. An advertising sales agreements contain nondiscrimination
clauses.
Sender
Recipient
Sent Date: 2012/02/16 14:42:47
Delivered Date: 2012/02/16 14:42:48
Generator: Microsoft Word 14 (filtered medium)
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From

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

To
Subject: FW: UNIVISION CHI INQUIRY USC's JAIL STAY EXTENDED FOR DEPORT???
Date: 2012/01/04 17:35:14
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

!lore's the information on the case. Sony for the delay,

rb)(6).(b)(7)
(C)

do you want me to forward this on up to HQ or will you?

Thanks

(k)(2)

On January 2.2012 a fax was received by ERO Chicago from the Will County Jail
rb)(6).(b)(n(C).(W2)
advising that
[vas beim,
, released to (he ICE detainer on file. The
detainer had been filed by the IFS( on December 21, 2011likxormuxcm2)
Ivas picked
up by a Chicago IFA on '
' 7
'1
qt approximately 9:45ank and durin ,_.,- the
transport was advised by
hat he was born in Puerto Rico. Immediately
upon arrival a( Broad vie N ,
was interviewed and advised that lie was born
in NeW Jersey and went to school in Puerto Rico. Several checks W ere immediately
made to verify the inforn ation and based on thesc chccks the IEA determined
rb)(6).(b) 7) C
(2)
was born in the United States.
was then allowed access to
a phone to contact someone for a ride but he was unable to reach anyone. At
approximately 10:30am the IFA drove
o his business in Joliet. Illinois
and dropped him off The !FA advise
was at Broadview for
approximately 30 minutes total time pi ior to being driven to his business.
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ERG Chica
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

has contacted the Will County Jail for in
.ase but has not received the information vet.

concerning

r

From: b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday January 04, 2012 3:09 PM
To: Chandler, Matthewfb)(6) (b)(7 )(C)
ISandweg, John; Mead, Gary Homan, Thomas; Gibson,
Beth N•l(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
I Ramlogani Riah; Rahilly, Lyn M
Cc: Hale, Brian P;1(b)(6) (b)(7 )(C)
Subject: FW: UNIVISION CHI INQUIRY: USC's JAIL STAY EXTENDED FOR DEPORT???

Folks - Please see below media query involving a USC. We are researching and working on a
response.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From:
-lay
sr
Ian my 04 7n1
n PM
Sem-(6
tTh iS
To:
Cc:
Subject: UNIVISION CHI INQUIRY: USC's JAIL STAY EXTENDED FOR DEPORT???

Thanks,

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Considering the issues from yesterday, I'm taking no chances. Media are asking
about the below USC from Puerto Rico. and if his jail stay was extended because he
was being considered for deportation to Guatemala.

ERO in CHI is investigating.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Director ot uommumcations, Central Region (Spokesman)
US. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) www.ice.

214-905
214-850

office)
II)
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From rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday,
To: rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Subject:

January 04, 2012 1:52 PM

Fw: Media Inquiry for 5 p.m.

FYI. I asked FRO to look into it. I just got this and its for 5pm newscast. I told reporter
its unlikely iwe can respond by then

From:
Sent:

Paula Gomez 1(b)(6) (b)(7 )(C)
Wednesday, January 04,

To:
Subject:

Media Inquiry for 5 p.m.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Happy New Year! Hope all is well.

Can you please give us a statement about this case?

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

was arrested in Joliet on 12/20/11 due to a "domestic
violence" and "obstruct P.O." incident.

l ie

claims after being detained from 12/20/11-1/3/12 at the Will County Adult Detention

Facility, authorities informed him the reason he was detained for so long was because
ICE wanted to deport him to Guatemala. He also claims he was driven from Joliet to a
Chicago facility where yesterday he was finally able to prove he is a U.S. citizen, born in
N.J. and of Puerto Rican origin.
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Do you know anything about this case and why wa
claims to have had an incident with ICE?

ained for so long and

rb)(7)(E)

Court case number

rb)(7)(E)

His SS is:

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

The police report has his name as
the last name and ss on the report are not thc same.

Thank you,

Paula Gomez

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

)(6).(b

Pl(C)
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as you can see both

The information contained in this e-mail and any attached documents may be privileged,
confidential and protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient you may
not read, copy, distribute or use this information. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this message
and then delete it from your system.
Sender

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Recipient
Sent Date 2012/01/04 17:35:12
Delivered Date 2012/01/04 17:35:14
Generator: Microsoft Word 19 (filtered medium)
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From:

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

To:
Subject: Guidance on the Revised Detainer Form 1-247 - Notifications
Date: 2011/12/28 10:31:03
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Good afternoon,

The new 1-247 detainer has been uploaded into ENFORCE and is available for use as of
December 26, 2011; a Word version of Form 1-247 is attached. Also attached for your
perusal and information only is the Standard Operating Procedures for the Law
Enforcement Support Center (LESC) for handling Telephonic Inquiries from Individuals
Subject to a Detainer. The Chicago AOR has an Outlook mailbox in place to accept
electronic mail referrals from the LESC:
rb)(7)(E)

SM
rb)(7)(E)

Additional guidance is forthcoming regarding the handling of referrals.

The updated FAQs can be provided to your local law enforcement stakeholders.
Outreach has been conducted and the local LEAs have been made aware of the new
detainer form and the additional procedures now part of the detainer.

Effective immediately, the new Form 1-247 (dated 12/11) must be used when placing new
detainers. Any questions should be addressed to your first line supervisor.

Thank you
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From: ERO Taskings
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2011 01:14 PM
Subject: Additional Guidance on the Revised Detainer Form 1-247 - Notifications

The following message is being sent on behalf of Gregory J. Archambeault, Assistant
Director for Enforcement with approval of David J. Venture/la, Assistant Director for
Field Operations:

To:

Field Office Directors and Deputy Field Office Directors

Subject:
Additional Guidance on the Revised Detainer Form 1-247 Notifications

The revised form 1-247 provides aliens with contact information for the Law
Enforcement Support Center (LESC) and the Joint Intake Center (JIC). The detainer
directs aliens to call the LESC if they are a United States citizen or have been the victim
of a crime. The form directs aliens to call the JIC if they have a complaint about the
detainer or wish to report violations of their civil rights or civil liberties. In addition, the
form advises Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) to contact the LESC if the alien is a
victim of a crime, or if the LEA wants the individual to remain in the United States for
prosecution or other law enforcement purposes, including acting as a witness. The
attached document labeled infivmation fbr Immigration Officers' has been prepared to
advise field officers of these changes and to assist them in the implementing the new
requirements.

Please keep in mind that the LEAs are requested to provide a copy of the detainer to the
alien. Field Office Directors (F0Ds) should take into consideration that the alien or
family members will have contact information listed on the detainer including names of
the issuing officer, LEA information, and contact phone numbers for thc LEAs to notify
ICE of release of alien.

Additionally, FODs should consider methods to respond to complaints that are referred to
the Joint Intake Center.
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Guidance:

On December?, 2011, FODs were asked to establish a new email address through which
they could maintain a uniform method of receiving and sending information relating to
the revised document. When responding to LESC referrals, field officers should adhere
to the following requirements:

•

When possible, cases in ICE custody should be reviewed prior to issuance of a
charging document;

•

Interview subject of referral not in ICE custody and attempt to verify claim;

•

Treat cach referral on a case-by-case basis;
If favorable exercise of discretion is warranted, ERO should lift the detainer,
provide a copy of form 1-918, Petition for U Nonimmigrant status to subject
M7)(E)
update ENFORCE by cnterin the Alert Code
M7 E)
enter the operational code
in the alert comments within ENFORCE; and

•

If exercise of discretion is denied and the individualr,i„,
nifird, ERO
A7) E)
should update ENFORCE by entering the Alert Code
iin the alert
comments to flag the case and generate a G-166 in ENFORCE requiring the
signature of the FOD describing the circumstances of the decision.

When the field office receives an e-mail from the LESC with the subject line heading
"Immediate review needed: USC claim," the field officers must review and refer the
claim in accordance with the Assistant Secretary's November 19, 2009 memorandum
entitled Superseding Guidance on Reporting and Investigating Claims to United States
Citizenship.

As there is no right to the favorable exercise of discretion by the agency, nothing in this
field distribution should be construed to prohibit the arrest, detention, or removal of any
alien unlawfully in the United States or to limit the legal authority of ICE or any of its
personnel to enforce federal immigration law.

Warninig:
SSIFIEDdFOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
m hon that may he
exempt from public release u rider th Freedomo n
552 . It is to he controlled, stored, handled,
transmitted, (HOFF
o n accordance with DHS policy 'elating to FO 10 into'
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relellSed tO the

)111: Or

Oiller

OHS (official. No portion

per 711111-0-.% ho do not have as alid"need

[hi

urmshed to the media Ittrer-i-warat ,n or verl

Sender: rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Recipient:
Sent Date: 2011/12/28 10:30:56
Delivered Date: 2011/12/28 10:31:03
Generator: Microsoft Word 19 (filtered medium)
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pprtPs al ofan authorized
m.

Updated Immigration Detainer Form 1-247
Information for Immigration Officers
On December 19, 2011, a revised Immigration Detainer — Notice of Action (Form 1-247) will be
uploaded into the Enforcement Integrated Database (EID) commonly known as the Enforcement
Case Management Tracking System (ENFORCE) along with a standardized Detainer FAX cover
sheet. The use of Form 1-247 should be consistent with Interim Policy Number 10074.1, entitled
Detainers, which was signed by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Director
John Morton on August 2, 2010, and Policy Number ERO 11152.1, entitled Enfhrcement and
Removal Encounters, which was signed by the Office of Enforcement and Removal Operations
(ERO) Executive Associate Director, Gary Mead, on July 29, 2011.
The revised Form 1-247 contains several revisions highlighted below. ERO recommends that all
issuing offices review the changes to the detainer form and the relevant policies with anyone
authorized to issue a detainer and with the LEAs which will maintain custody of aliens for ERO
based on a detainer. The issuing office should emphasize the following:
•

A detainer notifies an LEA that ICE intends to arrest or remove an alien in the LEA's
custody once the alien is no longer subject to the LEA's detention. Immigration Officers
shall not issue a detainer unless an LEA has exercised its independent authority to arrest
the alien.
•

The placement of a detainer on an alien means that the Immigration Officer made a
determination that the alien is subject to removable grounds of the INA, and ICE
intends to remove the subject or place the subject in removal proceedings. Issuing
offices should reinforce this policy to personnel authorized to issue detainers,
including at the Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC), Command Centers or
Incident Response Centers (IRC) to ensure that detainers are not being placed on
subjects that are not removable or Naturalized/Derivative United States Citizens.

•

Per Interim Policy Number 10074.1, Immigration Officers shall take particular care
when issuing a detainer against a lawful permanent resident (LPR), as some grounds
of removability hinge on a conviction, while others do not. Although in certain
instances ICE may hold LPRs for up to 48 hours to make charging determinations,
immigration officers should exercise such authority judiciously and immediately seek
the advice of counsel if the LPR has not been convicted of a removable offense.

A detainer seeks LEA compliance with federal regulation 8 C.F.R. § 287.7(d), which
states that LEAs "shall maintain custody of an alien" for 48 hours, excluding weekends
and holidays, once a detainer is issued by DHS.

1
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`I- Hold Period limited to 48 hours. The revised Form 1-247 emphasizes that the authorized
hold pursuant to a detainer cannot exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturday, Sundays, and
holidays).

•

•

If ICE does not assume custody after 48 hours, the LEA is required to release the
individual. The Form 1-247 contains a Notice to the Alien that makes them aware of
this requirement.

•

The holding period is not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturday, Sundays, and
holidays) from the time the LEA would have otherwise released the detainee.

Conditions of Detention. The revised Form 1-247 reminds LEAs that the detainer "does
not limit [the LEAs] discretion to make decisions related to [the alien's] custody
classification, work, quarter assignments, or other matters."
•

The existence of a DHS detainer should not impact or prejudice the alien's conditions
of detention.

NEW! ICE discourages dismissing criminal charges based on a detainer.
•

Issuing offices are recommended to do outreach to all the agencies to ensure the LEA
is advised that once individuals are in ICE custody, they may be removed from the
United States. If the LEA or prosecuting office wants an individual to remain in the
United States for prosecution or other law enforcement purposes, including acting as
a witness or if they believe that an individual is a victim of a crime, the LEA should
contact the LESC at (802)(b)(7)(E)
8721[

.]] NEW! Consider this request for a detainer operative only upon the subject's conviction.
•

This box may be used for subjects being considered for prosecutorial discretion when
the discretion hinges on the conviction of the pending charge.

3(- Notify this office of the time of release at least 30 days prior to release, or as far in
advance as possible.
•

ICE is committed to removing aliens that have been determined to be removable from
the United States. Notifying the local ICE office in advance of an alien's expected
release date will assist ICE officers in timely taking custody of an alien.

3(- Notify this office in the event of the inmate's death, hospitalization or transfer to another
institution.
•

This notification is intended for the issuing office to close any pending investigations
initiated and/or reassign the alien's case to the appropriate ICE office.

e Cancel the detainer previously placed by this office on (date).
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•

This section should be checked to document lifting the Form 1-247 at a facility.

NEW! Provide a copy to the subject of this detainer
•

The revised detainer form requests that the LEA provide a copy of the detainer to the
alien at no expense to ICE. ICE cannot require the LEA to provide a copy, however
DHS anticipates that the LEAs will comply with the detainer and appreciates their
assistance in ensuring that a copy is provided to the alien.

•

The revised detainer form also provides notice to the detainee informing the detainee
of DHS's interest in assuming custody. The last two pages of the form have been
translated into Spanish, Portuguese, French, Chinese and Vietnamese.

•

The revised detainer form includes phone numbers for an alien to call if they have a
complaint related to the ICE process or if the person believes they have been the
victim of a crime.

Please address any questions regarding this document to the Acting Criminal Alien
Program Unit Chief, rb)(6)(b)(
kt (202) 732or via email at
6) (b)(7)(6)
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Law Enforcement Support Center
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
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1.0

BACKGROUND FOR THE SPECIALIST ANSWERING THE CALL

This document provides instructions on how to handle telephonic inquiries from individuals
subject to a detainer issued by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in light of the
newly revised Form 1-247, Immigration Detainer — Notice of Action (detainer form). The
detainer form now instructs individuals to call the LESC or ICE Joint Intake Center to address
specific concerns, such as claims to United States citizenship and if they believe they are the
victim or witness of a crime. The revised language appears in the "Notice to Detainee" section at
the end of the form and states as follows:
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has placed an immigration
detainer on you. An immigration detainer is a notice from DI IS informing
law enforcement agencies that DHS intends to assume custody of you after
you otherwise would be released from custody. DHS has requested that the
law enforcement agency which is currently detaining you maintain custody of
you for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays) beyond the time when you would have been released by the state or
local law enforcement authorities based on your criminal charges or
convictions. If DHS does not take you into custody during that additional 48
hour period, not counting weekends or holidays, you should contact your
custodian (the law enforcement agency or other entity that is holding you
now) to inquire about your release from state or local custody. If you have a
complaint regarding this detainer or related to violations of civil rights or
civil liberties connected to DI IS activities, please contact the ICE Joint Intake
Center at 1-877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253). If you believe you are a United
States citizen or the victim of a crime, please advise DHS by calling the
ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (855) 448-6903.
(Emphasis added).

The following script is what an individual will hear when calling the LESC:

LESC voice mail answer script for calls to: 802-872-1310, ESTIMATED TIME 01:37:00
You have reached the Law Enforcement Support Center's line for individuals subject to an

lc E,

detainer who believe they are a United States citizen or victim or witness of a crime. Your call is
very important to ICE. I I you are calling as a result of receiving an Immigration Detainer —
Notice of Action, DI IS Form 1-247, and believe you are a United States citizen or witness to or
victim ()fa crime, please hold and the next available operator will assist you momentarily.
If you have a complaint regarding this detainer or related to violations of civil rights or civil
liberties connected to DHS activities, please hang up and contact the

ic E. Joint Intake Center at

-877-21NTAKE (877-246-8253).
If you believe you have been a victim of sexual abuse or violent crime, you also may wish to call
the National Domestic Violence Hotline at 800-799-7233 for assistance and support. If vou wish

3
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to file a complaint concerning abuses of civil rights, civil liberties you may reach the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties at 866-644-8360.
This call will be recorded. Thank you and an operator will assist you shortly.

2.0

PROCESSES FOR RESPONDING TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S CALL

Your first action is to determine why the individual is calling and the type of concern:
•

If a detained individual calls the law enforcement line (8O2-872I21)(7) tell them this line
is for law enforcement only and provide the correct number ((855) 448-6903).

•

For all calls received on (855) 448-6903, the LESC's priority is to gather information
relevant to the individual's immigration status in order to assist the ERO field office in
determining whether the individual is:
• a United States citizen;
• a victim or witness to a crime related to his/her current arrest;
• a victim of a violent crimc, sexual abuse, and/or human trafficking; and/or,
• alleging a violation of his/her civil rights connected to DHS activities.
If the individual is requesting information unrelated to thc matters listed above, thc
individual should be directed to contact the appropriate ERO field office. The ERO field
office information should be located on the detainer.

Your next step is to record basic identifying data on the individual. For each caller, ask the
following questions and input the information into the ACRIMe Call Log. Begin by opening
ACRIMe and noting the caller's phone number then ask the following:
I. What is your full name?
Ia.
Are you known by any other names?
2. What is you date of birth?
2a.
I lave you ever used any other dates of birth
3. Where were you born?
3a. If in the United States (to include Puerto Rico), in what city and state?
3b. If no, in what country were you born?
4. Do you have an alien registration number (A-number), social security number, or any
other identity number?
4a.
Include any numbers given in ACRIMe summary.
5. Where are you currently being held? (name and location of facility)
After asking these questions and inputting the data into ACRIMe, continue to section 2.1 and ask
each question in that section

4
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2.1

United States Citizen Claim

Generally, no detainer should be issued if an individual is making a claim to United States
citizenship.
Law Enforcement Specialists (Specialists) should closely adhere to the questions below but may
ask additional questions as necessary; however, the conversation is not meant to be an
assessment of the individual's citizenship claim. Instead, it is meant to provide the ERO field
office with sufficient information to initiate an investigation and take appropriate action.
6. Are calling because you believe that you are a United States citizen?
If NO, proceed to Section 2.2.
If YES, then ask the following questions:
6a.

6b.

6c.

Are either of your parents United States Citizens?
If NO, proceed to next question
If YES, were they born in the United States?
6a I . If YES, proceed to the next question.
If NO, did they apply for and receive citizenship in the
6a2.
United States?
If NO, proceed to next question.
If YES, what year did they become citizens?
Do you now have or have you ever had a passport?
If YES, what county issued the passport?
If NO, proceed to next question.
Do you have any documents to support your claim to United States
citizenship?
If YES, what type of documents (e.g. birth certificate)?
Is there any other information you can provide to support your claim?

If the individual is making a claim to United States citizenship, inform the individual that this
information will be forwarded to the appropriate ERO field office for further investigation.
After asking these questions and inputting the data into ACRIMe, continue to section 2.2 and ask
each question in that section

2.2 Victim/Witness
7.

Are you calling because you believe that you are the victim of or witness to the
crime for which you are currently being detained?
If NO, but thcy indicate they may have been a victim or witness of a crime in the
past, input that information into the ACRIMe Call Log but clearly indicate that
the incident was in the past.
If YES, ask the questions below:
7a.

Were you the victim or the witness?

5
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7b.

What is the alleged crimc? (DO NOT get in to the specifics of the crime
but identify the type of crime such as: murder, robbery, drugs, etc.)

If the individual is making a victim/witness claim, inform thc individual that this information
will be forwarded to the appropriate ERO field office for further investigation.
After asking these questions and inputting the data into ACRIMe, continue to section 2.3 and ask
each question in that section.

2.3

Victim of Sexual Abuse or Violent Crime
8.
Have you been the victim of sexual abuse or a violent crime?

If NO, proceed to next question.
If YES, provide the individual with the number for the federally funded National
Domestic Violence Hotline: 1-800-799-7233, for further support and assistance.
After asking this question and inputting the data into ACRIMe, continue to section 2.4 and ask
cach question in that section.
2.4

Victim of Human Trafficking
9.
Since entering the United States, have you been forced to work against your will?
Has someone forced you into prostitution against your will?

If NO, proceed to next question.
If YES to either question, inform the individual that this information will be
forwarded to the appropriate ERO field office for further investigation.
After asking these questions and inputting the data into ACRIMe, continue to section 2.5 and ask
cach question in that section.
2.5

Civil Rights/Civil Liberty Violations

10.

Do you believe your civil rights or civil liberties have been violated in connection
to DFIS activities or your detainer?
If YES, refer the individual to the ICE Joint Intake Center at I -877-246-8253, so
they may report their grievance.

After asking all questions contained in Sections 2.1 through 2.5 and inputting the data into
ACRIMe, inform the individual that the information from this call will be forwarded to the
appropriate ERO field office.

6
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3M

REPORTS AND NOTIFICATIONS

Al! caller information must be entered into the ACRIMe Call Log and a report generated. The
report must he °mailed to thc responsible ERO field office victim/witness email inbox. The
information should be clear and concise. Please refer to the attached ERO field office
victim/witness email list. Send the email read receipt so that notification is received when the
email is read.
If the caller made a United States citizen claim (answered YES to Question 6), the caller's
information must be immediately forwarded to the ERO field office victim/witness email inbox
with the specific subject heading of "Immediate review needed: USC
The email to the
ERO field office must indicate that an immediate investigation of the USC claim should be
undertaken.

7
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Email List: ERO field office victim/witness email by AOR

ATL

rb)(7)(E)

BAL
BOS
BUF
CHI
DAL
DEN
DET
ELP
HOU
LOS
MIA
NEW
NOL
NYC
PHI
PHO
SEA
SFR
SLC
SNA
SND
SPM
WAS
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

IMMIGRATION DETAINER - NOTICE OF ACTION
File No:
Dale:

Subject ID:
Event #:
TO: (Name and Title of Institution - OR Any Subsequent Law
Enforcement Agency)

FROM: (Department of Homeland Security Office Address)

MAINTAIN CUSTODY OF ALIEN FOR A PERIOD NOT TO EXCEED 48 HOURS
Name of Alien:
Date of Birth:

Nationality:

Sex:

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS) HAS TAKEN THE FOLLOWING ACTION
RELATED TO THE PERSON IDENTIFIED ABOVE, CURRENTLY IN YOUR CUSTODY:
Initiated an investigation to determine whether this person is subject to removal from the United States.
Initiated removal proceedings and served a Notice to Appear or other charging document. A copy of the charging document is
attached and was served on
(Date)
Served a warrant of arrest for removal proceedings. A copy of the warrant is attached and was served on
(Date)
Obtained an order of deportation or removal from the United States for this person.
This action does not limit your discretion to make decisions related to this person's custody classification, work, quarter
assignments, or other matters. DHS discourages dismissing criminal charges based on the existence of a detainer.

IT IS REQUESTED THAT YOU:
I I Maintain custody of the subject for a period NOT TO EXCEED 48 HOURS excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, beyond
the time when the subject would have otherwise been released from your custody to allow DHS to take custody of the subject. This
request flows from federal regulation 8 C.F.R. § 2877, which provides that a law enforcement agency ''shall maintain custody of
an alien" once a detainer has been issued by DI-IS. You are not authorized to hold the subject beyond these 48 hours. As early
as possible prior to the time you otherwise would release the subject, please notify the Department by calling
during business hours or
after hours or in an emergency. If you cannot reach a Department Official at these
numbers, please contact the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Law Enforcement Support Center in Burlington,
Vermont at: (802) 872-6020.
Provide a copy to the subject of this detainer
Notify this office of the time of release at least 30 days prior to release or as far in advance as possible.
Notify this office in the event of the inmates death, hospitalization or transfer to another institution.
Consider this request for a detainer operative only upon the subject's conviction.
Cancel the detainer previously placed by this Office on
(Date)
(Name and title of Immigration Officer)

(Signature of Immigration Officer)

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY CURRENTLY HOLDING THE SUBJECT OF
THIS NOTICE:
Please provide the information below, sign, and return to the Department using the envelope enclosed for your convenience or by
faxing a copy to
. You should maintain a copy for your own records so you may track the case and not hold the
subject beyond the 48-hour period.
Local Booking or Inmate #

Date of latest criminal charge/conviction:

Last criminal charge/conviction:
Estimated release date:

Notice: Once in our custody, the subject of this detainer may be removed from the United States. If the individual may be the victim of a
crime, or if you want this individual to remain in the United States for prosecution or other law enforcement purposes, including acting
as a witness, please notify the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (802) 872-6020.

(Name and title of Officer)
OHS Form 1-247(12111)

(Signature of Officer)
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NOTICE TO THE DETAINEE
The Department of Homeland Security (DI-1S) has placed an immigration detainer on you. An immigration detainer is a notice from
DHS informing law enforcement agencies that DHS intends to assume custody of you after you otherwise would be released from
custody. DI-IS has requested that the law enforcement agency which is currently detaining you maintain custody of you for a period not
to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays) beyond the time when you would have been released by the state or
local law enforcement authorities based on your criminal charges or convictions. If OHS does not take you into custody during that
additional 48 hour period, not counting weekends or holidays, you should contact your custodian (the law enforcement agency
or other entity that is holding you now) to inquire about your release from state or local custody. If you have a complaint regarding
this detainer or related to violations of civil rights or civil liberties connected to DI-IS activities, please contact the ICE Joint
Intake Center at 1-877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253). If you believe you are a United States citizen or the victim of a crime, please
advise DHS by calling the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center toll free at (855) 448-6903.

NOTIFICACION A LA PERSONA DETENIDA
El Departamento de Seguridad Nacional (DHS) de EE. UU. ha emindo una orden de detencion inmigratoria en su contra. Mediante
esta orden, se notifica a los organismos policiales que el DHS pretende arrestarlo cuando usted cumpla su reclusion actual. El DHS ha
solicited° que el organismo policial local o estatel a cargo de su actual detencion lo mantenga en custodia por un period° no mayor a
48 horas (excluyendo sabados, domingos y dies fesfivos) tras el cese de su reclusion penal. Si el DHS no procede con su arresto
inmigratorio durante este period° adicional de 48 hares, excluyendo los fines de semana o dias festivos, usted debe
comunicarse con la autoridad estatel o local que lo tiene detenido (el organismo policial u otra entidad a cargo de su custodia
actual) para obtener mayores detalles sobre el cese de su reclusion. Si tiene alguna queja que se relacione con esta orden de
detencion o con posibles infracciones a los derechos 0 libertades civiles en conexion con las actividades del DHS,
comuniquese con el Joint Intake Center (Centro de Admision) del ICE (Servicio de Inmigracion y Control de Aduanas)
Ilamando al 1-877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253). Si usted cree que es ciudadano de los Estados Unidos o que ha sido victima de
un delito, informeselo al DHS Ilamando al Centro de Apoyo a los Organismos Policiales (Law Enforcement Support Center)
del ICE, telefono (855) 448-6903 (Hamada gratuita).

Avis au detenu
Le departement de la Securite Interieure [Department of Homeland Security (DHS)] a emis, A votre encontre. un ordre d'incarceration
pour des raisons d'immigration. Un ordre d'incarceration pour des raisons d'immigrafion est un avis du DHS informant les agences des
forces de l'ordre que le DHS a rintention de vous detenir aides la date normals de votre remise en 'Mega. Le DI-IS a requis que
l'agence des forces de l'ordre, qui vous defient actuellement, vous garde en detention pour une periode maximum de 48 heures
(excluant les samedis, dimanches et Mum Wes) au-dela de la periods a la fin de laquelle vous auriez Ste remis en liberte par les
autorites policiores de l'Etat ou locales en fonction des inculpations ou condamnafions penales a votre encontre. Si le DHS ne vous
detient pas durant cette periode supplementaire de 48 heures, sans compter les fins de semaines et les jours ferias, vous
devez contacter votre gardien (l'agence des forces de l'ordre qui vous <Went actuellement) pour vous renseigner a propos de votre
liberation par l'Etat ou rautorite locale. Si vous avez une plainte a formuler au sujet de cet ordre d'incarceration ou en rapport
avec des violations de vos droits civils Nees a des activites du DHS, veuillez contacter le centre commun d'admissions du
Service de !Immigration et des Douanes [ICE - Immigration and, Customs Enforcement] [ICE Joint Intake Center] au
1-877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253). Si vous croyez etre un citoyen des Etats-Unis Cu la victime dun crime, veuillez en aviser le
DHS en appelant le centre d'assistance des forces de l'ordre de l'ICE [ICE Law Enforcement Support Center] au outlier°
gratuit (855) 448-6903.

AVISO AO DETENTO
Departamento de Seguranca Nacional (DHS) smith' uma ordem de custedia 'migrates-la em seu 'tome. Este document° é um aviso
enviado as agencies de imposicao da lei de que o ft-IS pretende assumir a custodia da sua pessoa, caso seja liberado. 0 DI-IS pediu
que a agenda de imposicao da lei encarregada da sua atual detencao mantenha-o sob custedia durante, no maxim°, 48 horas
(excluindo-se sabados, domingos e feriados) apes o periodo ern que seria liberado pelas autoridades estaduais ou municipais de
imposiceo da lei, de acordo corn as respectivas acusacees e penas criminais. Se o DHS nao assumir a sua custodia durante essas
48 horas adicionais, excluindo-se os fins de semana e feriados, voce devera entrar ern contato corn o seu custodiante (a
agenda de imposicao da lei ou qualquer outra entidade que esteja detendo-o no momento) para obter informadies sobre sua liberageo
da custedia estadual ou municipal. Caso voce tenha alguma reclamagao a fazer sobre esta ordem de custodia imigrat6ria ou
relacionada a violagoes dos sous direitos ou liberdades civis decorrente das atividades do DHS, entre em contato com o
Centro de Entrada Conjunta da Agencia de Controle de Imigragao e Alfandega (ICE) pelo telefone 1-877-246-8253. Se voce
acreditar que é um cidadao dos EUA ou este sendo vitima de urn crime, informe o DHS ligando para o Centro de Apoio
Imposicao da Lei do ICE pelo telefone de ligacao gratuita (855) 448-6903

DI-IS Form 1-247(12111)
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THONG BAO CHO AGLAIA 131 GIAM
BO Quec Ph6ng (DHS) dã c6 lenh giam
qu9 vi vi 19 do di Ira. Lenh giam
vl 19 do di Ira la thOng bao cOa DHS cho
cac ca quan thi hanh luat phap la DHS c6,9 dinh tam giir qu9 sau khi qu9 &vac tha. DHS da you cau ca quan thi
hanh luat phap hien dang giir qu9 phai tiep tuc tam giir qu9 vi trong kh6ng qua 48 gity d6ng ha (kh6ng ke thd, Bay, CM
nhat, va cac ngay nghi le) ngoai thai gian ma 18 ra qu9 vi s8 duvc ca quan thi hanh luat phap cUa tieu bang hoac dia
phtyang tha ra diya Iran cac ban an va tOi hint sty cu'a qu9 vi. Neu DHS khong tam giam qu9 vi trong HIM gian 48 gi6
b6 sung d6, khong tinh cac ngay cu6i than hoc ngay le, quy vi nen lien lac yeti ben giam gier quy vi (ca quan thi
hanh luat phap hoc ta chat khac hien dang giam gi qu9 vi) de h6i ve viec ca quan da phtyang hoc lien bang tha qu9
vi ra. Neu quy c6 khieu nai ve lenh giam girp nay hoc lien quan tog cac trutng hcyp vi pham dan quyen hoc
do c6ng dan lien quan tag cac haat Ong cüa DHS, vui long lien lac vol ICE Joint Intake Center tai s6
1-877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253). Neu qut vi tin rang quY vi la c6ng dan Hoa Kt hoac nan nhan t9i pham, vui king
bao cho DHS biet bang cach g9i ICE Law Enforcement Support Center tai se than thopi mien phi (855) 448-6903.
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ICE Detainers: Frequently Asked Questions
Q1: What is an immigration detainer?
Al: An immigration detainer (Form 1-247) is a notice that DHS issues to federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies (LEAs) to inform the LEA that ICE intends to assume custody of an individual in the
LEA's custody.
An immigration detainer serves three key functions: I) to notify an LEA that ICE intends to assume custody
of an alien in the LEA's custody once the alien is no longer subject to the LEA's detention; 2) to request
information from an LEA about an alien's impending release so ICE may assume custody before the alien is
released from the LEA's custody; and 3) to request that the LEA maintain custody of an alien who would
otherwise be released for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays) to
provide ICE time to assume custody.
Q2: Why does ICE issue detainers?
A2: Detainers are critical for ICE to be able to identify and ultimately remove criminal aliens who are
currently in federal, state or local custody.
ICE relies on the cooperation of our state and local law enforcement partners in this effort.
Q3: What lithe LEA needs the individual to remain in the United States for prosecution or other law
enforcement purposes?
Al Local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) are advised that once individuals are in ICE custody, they may
be removed from the United States. If the LEA wants an individual to remain in the United States for
prosecution or other law enforcement purposes, including acting as a witness, the agency should notify the
local Field Office or the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (802) 872 b)(7
Q4: Where does ICE's authority to issue a detainer stem from?
A4:By issuing a detainer, ICE requests that a law enforcement agency notify ICE before releasing an alien
and maintain custody of the subject fin a period not to exceed 48 hours, excluding Saturdays. Sundays, and
holidays, to allow ICE to assume custody. This request flows from federal regulations at 8 C.F.R. § 287.7,
which arises from the Secretary's power under the Immigration and Nationality Act § 103(a)(3), 8 U.S.C.
I 103(a)(3), to issue ''regulations ... necessary to carry out [her] authority" under the INA, and from ICE's
general authority to detain individuals who are subject to removal or removal proceedings.

www.ice.gov
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Q6: What has been changed on the I-247 form?

A6: The new 1-247 form requests that the LEA provide to the subject of the detainer a copy of the
detainer form and a notice advising him or her that ICE intends to assume custody. The notice informs
these individuals that ICE has requested the LEA to maintain custody beyond the time when they would have
been released by the state or local law enforcement authorities based on their criminal charges or convictions.
The notice contains translations into Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese, and Vietnamese.
The new 1-247 form also emphasizes that local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) may only hold an alien for
a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays).
Q7: What happens if ICE does not assume custody of the individual after 48 hours?

AT If ICE does not assume custody after 48 hours (excluding weekends and holidays), the local law
enforcement agency (LEA) is required to release the individual. The LEA may not lawfully hold an individual
beyond the 48-hour period.
Q8: What if the subject of the detainer believes that he or she has been held beyond the 48 hours, or has
a complaint?

AS: The Notice to the Detainee advises individuals that if ICE does not take them into custody during the 48
hours, they should contact the LEA or entity that is holding them to inquire about their release from state or
local custody.
lithe individual has a complaint regarding the detainer or violations of civil rights or civil liberties connected
to DHS activities, he or she should contact the ICE Joint Intake Center at I -877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253).
Q9: What happens if a detainer is placed on a victim of a crime or a U.S. citizen?

A9: If the local law enforcement agency (LEA) believes the individual may be the victim of a crime or a U.S.
citizen, the LEA should notify the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (802) 872
If the subject of the detainer believes that he or she is a victim of a crime or a U.S. citizen, that individual
should advise DHS by calling the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at the following toll-free number
(855) 448-6903.
# ICE
U g Immigration and °hymn En/biceni en (ICE) is the largest investigative arm of the Department of Homeland Sei ty ILL is a
21ecent:ay law enforcement agency with
aid responsibilities /c; I' a munber of
hoinehoul sectoPy arioiltieS For n
ialbrination, visit: It•int ICE gov To report USJMCIOUS ietivity call 1-866-347-2421
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From

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

To
CC

Subject: ICE announces Public Advocate position
Date 2012/02/02 15:15:30
Priority Normal
Type Note

Hey Team —

Just wanted to let everyone know that tomorrow we will be announcing the creation of a new
position here at ICE — the position of Public Advocate.

Though we are still awaiting final White House clearance, we have a media teleconference
scheduled for tomorrow morning at 11 a.m., along with a news release (attached). If all goes
according to plan, we'll issue the attached media advisory tonight and send out the attached
release tomorrow at 11.

Please keep in mind that the attached are draft materials and the final, WH-approved release
may differ from what is attached.

Also, depending upon the RSVPs we receive, I may ask folks to pitch the advisory to their top 3
or 4 local outlets in the morning.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks guys!
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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ICE announces creation of Public Advocate position
WASHINGTON—U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Director John Morton will
announce the creation of a new senior leadership position within the agency and will introduce ICE's
first Public Advocate Andrew Lorenzen-Strait.
WHAT:

Media teleconference call

WHO:

ICE Director John Morton
Public Advocate Andrew Lorenzen-Strait

HOW:

For call-in number and pass code, please RSVP to
cmai I in g 6 7)(C)
Ino later than 10:00 a.m. EDT

WHEN:

Friday, Feb. 3,2012
11:00 a.m. EDT
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BACKGROUND:

You and new ICE Public Advocate Andrew Lorenzen-Strait will participate in a media teleconference call with
immigration beat reporters to announce the creation of the new ICE Public Advocate position, the fact that
Andrew was selected for the position and what his role and responsibilities will be.
DETAILS:

Time: Friday, Feb. 3 at 1 1 :00 a.m.
Where: Your office
Who: You, Andrew Strait, EAD Mead
GOALS OF MEDIA (I.E. STRATEGIC MESSAGING):

•
•
•
•

•

Announce that 10E's Public Advocate will work to expand and enhance ICE's dialogue with the
community.
Demonstrate leadership support and backing for the new position and the desire for the agency to
receive meaningful feedback from the public.
Highlight the fact that ICE wants the public to know that they have a representative at this agency
whose sole duty is to ensure their voice is heard and their interests are recognized.
Explain that over the course of the next few months, the Public Advocate and his team will be traveling
around the country to engage with communities, listen to their concerns and propose a concrete way
forward in terms of how individuals, NGOs and communities will be able to interact with the Public
Advocate (for instance: do we initiate a web-based complaint system, etc.)
Reinforce that the creation of this position is another milestone in ICE's ongoing work to enact
significant policy changes and improvements to focus the agency's immigration enforcement resources
on sensible priorities that promote public safety, border security and the integrity of the immigration
system.

KEY MESSAGES:
• The creation of this position illustrates the agency's recognition that there is a need for greater
interaction with the public on immigration enforcement issues to encourage dialogue and help resolve
issues.
• The Public Advocate will help facilitate the resolution of issues or complaints from individuals and
NG0s.
• The Public Advocate will also have a seat at the policy-making table to bring the concerns of the
community to bear on important issues.
WHAT WILL THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE DO?

•

•

Assist individuals and community stakeholders in addressing and resolving complaints and concerns in
accordance with agency policies and operations, particularly concerns related to ICE enforcement
actions involving U.S. citizens;
Educate stakeholders on FRO policies, programs, and initiatives and enhance understanding of PROs
mission and core values;

1 I/12/2014 2:50 PM
Th)(67)(C)
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•
•

Engage stakeholders and build partnerships to facilitate communication, foster collaboration, and solicit
input on immigration enforcement initiatives and operations; and
Advise ICE leadership on stakeholder findings, concerns, recommendations, and priorities as they relate
to improving immigration enforcement efforts and activities.

ANTICIPATED QUESTIONS:
Q: What is the purpose/role of the new Public Advocate?
A: The role of the Public Advocate is to foster dialogue between ICE and the community, to help facilitate the
resolution of issues or complaints from individuals and NGOs as they relate to immigration enforcement issues
and to also have a seat at the policy-making table to bring the concerns of the community to bear on important
issues.
Q: Is the new role similar to that of an ombudsman?
A: Yes and no. Like an ombudsman, the Public Advocate will help facilitate the resolution of issues between the
agency and members of the general public. However, the Public Advocate's role and responsibilities will be
somewhat broader in the fact the Public Advocate will also work closely with agency leadership on immigration
enforcement-related policy issues.
Q: Who will the Public Advocate report to? Why not directly to the ICE Director?
A: The Public Advocate will report directly to the Office of Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO)
Director Gary Mead. Why not to the director?
Q: Will the Public Advocate have a staff? How many?
A: Right now, the Public Advocate has an acting deputy from the DHS Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
who, until three months ago, was the Deputy Director of the American Bar Association's Commission on
Immigration. The Office of the Public Advocate also has a Spanish-speaking ERO officer and an outreach
assistant assigned to the staff. How and when this staff may expand will be decided upon in the future.
Q: Will the general public have a direct line (phone number or email) to the Public Advocate?
A: The creation of this position is the first step in our ongoing work to expand and enhance our dialogue with
the community. Over the course of the next few months, the Public Advocate and his team will be traveling
around the country to engage with communities, listen to their concerns and propose a concrete way forward in
terms of how individuals, NGOs and communities will be able to interact with the Public Advocate (for
instance: Do we initiate a web-based complaint system, etc.)
Q: What makes Mr. Lorenzen-Strait the right person for this job?
A: Lorenzen-Strait has served with ICE since 2008, first as an advisor and analyst on policies related to
immigration enforcement, detention and juveniles and most recently, as the senior advisor for Enforcement and
Removal Operation's (ERO) detention management division. In 2007, Lorenzen-Strait was named the Maryland
Attorney of the Year for Pro Bono Service for his work with Community Legal Services of Prince George's
County. Lorenzen-Strait has a law degree specialized in child advocacy and public interest law. As an attorney,
he worked with victims of crime on the LA District Attorney's Office of Family Violence Division.
He has a passion for working with children and immigrants and ensuring that their voices are heard.

2
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News Release:
ICE announces creation of Public Advocate position
WASHINGTON — As part of the agency's ongoing detention reform initiative and other enforcement-related
initiatives, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) today announced its first Public Advocate, ICE
Senior Advisor Andrew Lorenzen-Strait. Lorenzen-Strait will serve as a point of contact for individuals,
including U.S. citizens and those in immigration proceedings, NGOs and other community and advocacy
groups, who have concerns, questions, recommendations or other issues they would like to raise.
"As our first Public Advocate, Andrew Lorenzen-Strait will work to expand and enhance our dialogue with the
stakeholder community," said ICE Director John Morton. "We want the public to know that they have a
representative at this agency whose sole duty is to ensure their voice is heard and their interests are recognized,
and I'm confident Andrew will serve the community well in this capacity."
Lorenzen-Strait has served with ICE since 2008, first as an advisor and analyst on policies related to
immigration enforcement, detention and juveniles and most recently, as the senior advisor for Enforcement and
Removal Operation's (ERO) detention management division. In 2007. Lorenzen-Strait was named the Maryland
Attorney of the Year for Pro Bono Service for his work with Community Legal Services of Prince George's
County.
In his new role as public advocate, Lorenzen-Strait will report directly to the Office of Enforcement and
Removal Operations (ERO) Director Gary Mead and will be responsible for:
•

•
•
•

Assisting individuals and community stakeholders in addressing and resolving complaints and concerns
in accordance with agency policies and operations. particularly concerns related to ICE enforcement
actions involving U.S. citizens;
Informing stakeholders on ER() policies, programs, and initiatives and enhance understanding of ERO's
mission and core values;
Engaging stakeholders and building partnerships to facilitate communication, foster collaboration, and
solicit input on immigration enforcement initiatives and operations: and
Advising ICE leadership on stakeholder findings, concerns, recommendations, and priorities as they
relate to improving immigration enforcement efforts and activities.

The creation of the Public Advocate position is another milestone in ICE's ongoing work to enact significant
policy changes and improvements to focus the agency's immigration enforcement resources on sensible
priorities that promote public safety, border security and the integrity of the immigration system. In addition to
implementing policies and processes that ensure discretion is used in deciding the types of individuals ICE
prioritizes for removal from the country, the agency has also embarked upon a long-term detention reform
initiative. These reform efforts are focused on prioritizing the health and safety of detainees in our custody while
increasing federal oversight and improving the conditions of confinement within the detention system.
ICE will continue to analyze its policies and the results of its programs, making improvements where necessary
to meet our priorities
Learn more about the public advocate position.
Oft
I I/12/2014 2:50 PM
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ICE announces creation of Public Advocate position
WASHINGTON — As part of the agency's ongoing detention reform initiative and other
enforcement-related initiatives, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) today
announced its first Public Advocate, ICE Senior Advisor Andrew Lorenzen-Strait. LorenzenStrait will serve as a point of contact for individuals, including U.S. citizens and those in
immigration proceedings, NGOs and other community and advocacy groups, who have concerns,
questions, recommendations or other issues they would like to raise.
"As our first Public Advocate, Andrew Lorenzen-Strait will work to expand and enhance our
dialogue with the stakeholder community," said ICE Director John Morton. "We want the public
to know that they have a representative at this agency whose sole duty is to ensure their voice is
heard and their interests are recognized, and I'm confident Andrew will serve the community
well in this capacity."
Lorenzen-Strait has served with ICE since 2008, first as an advisor and analyst on policies
related to immigration enforcement, detention and juveniles and most recently, as the senior
advisor for Enforcement and Removal Operation's (ERO) detention management division. In
2007, Lorenzen-Strait was named the Maryland Attorney of the Year for Pro Bono Service for
his work with Community Legal Services of Prince George's County.
In his new role as public advocate, Lorenzen-Strait will report directly to the Office of
Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) Director Gary Mead and will be responsible for:
•

Assisting individuals and community stakeholders in addressing and resolving
complaints and concerns in accordance with agency policies and operations, particularly
concerns related to ICE enforcement actions involving U.S. citizens;

•

Informing stakeholders on ERO policies, programs, and initiatives and enhance
understanding of ERO's mission and core values;

•

Engaging stakeholders and building partnerships to facilitate communication, foster
collaboration, and solicit input on immigration enforcement initiatives and operations;
and

•

Advising ICE leadership on stakeholder findings, concerns, recommendations, and
priorities as they relate to improving immigration enforcement efforts and activities.

The creation of the Public Advocate position is another milestone is ICE's ongoing work to enact
significant policy changes and improvements to focus the agency's immigration enforcement
resources on sensible priorities that promote public safety, border security and the integrity of the
immigration system. In addition to implementing policies and processes that ensure discretion is
used in deciding the types of individuals ICE prioritizes for removal from the country, the
agency has also embarked upon a long-term detention reform initiative. These reform efforts are
focused on prioritizing the health and safety of detainees in our custody while increasing federal
oversight and improving the conditions of confinement within the detention system.
ICE will continue to analyze its policies and the results of its programs, making improvements
where necessary to meet our priorities
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ICE establishes hotline for detained individuals, issues new detainer form

_d
Having trouble viewing this email? View it as a Web pace.
WASHINGTON — As part of a broader effort to improve our immigration enforcement process and
prioritize resources to focus on threats to public safety, repeat immigration law violators, recent border
entrants, and immigration fugitives while continuing to strengthen oversight of the nation's immigration
detention system and facilitate legal immigration, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) today
announced new measures to ensure that individuals being held by state or local law enforcement on
immigration detainers are properly notified about their potential removal from thr country and arc madc
awarc of their rights.
The new measures include a new detainer form and the launch of a toll-free hotline — (855) 448-6903 —
that detained individuals can call if they believe they may be U.S. citizens or victims of a crime. The
hotline will be staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week by ICE personnel at the Law Enforcement
Support Center. Translation services will be available in several languages from 7 thm, until midnight
(Eastern) seven days a week. ICE personnel will collect information from the individual and refer it to the
relevant ICE Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) Field Office for immediate action.
The new form also includes:
• A request that the law enforcement agency (LEA) provide the subject of the detainer a copy of the
detainer form and includes a notice advising the subject that ICE intends to assume custody. The
notice informs these individuals that ICE has requested the LEA maintain custody beyond the time
when they would have otherwise been released by the state or local law enforcement authorities based
on their criminal charges or convictions. The notice also includes Spanish, French, Portuguese,
Chinese and Vietnamese translations.
• Further emphasis that LEAs may only hold an individual for a period not to exceed 48 hours
(excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays). It also advises individuals that if ICE does not take
them into custody within the 48 hours, they should contact the LEA or entity that is holding them to
inquire about their release from state or local custody.
• Directions for individuals who may have a civil rights or civil liberties complaint regarding ICE
activities.
• The new form allows ICE to make the detainer operative only upon the individuals conviction of
the offense for which he or she was arrested.
• The new fonfi makes clear that the existence of a detainer should not impact or prejudice h
individual's conditions of detention, including matters related to the individual's custody
classification, work or quarter assignments.

Page 1 of 2

An immigration detainer (Form 1-247) is a notice that DHS issues to federal, state and local LEAs to inform
them that ICE intends to assume custody of an individual in the LTA's custody and to request that the TEA
notify ICE as soon as possible prior to the time. when LEA would otherwise release the individual.
Detainers help ensure that individuals who are convicted of criminal charges or havc previously been
removed are not released back into the community to potentially commit more. crimes. Detainers are critical
tools in assisting IC' Es identification and removal of criminal aliens, immigration fugitives, illegal reentrants, recent border cmssers and others who have no legal right to remain in the United States.
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Detention and Removal of USCs (New Yorker)
STATEMENT
"ICE takes very seriously claims of U.S. citizens being improperly detained for immigration enforcement
purposes. In the years since the cases highlighted by The New Yorker were completed, U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has implemented stringent safeguards to protect against the possibility that a
U.S. citizen is detained or removed. The cases discussed by The New Yorker are anomalies that are not
representative of the agency's record. In fact, cases and instances highlighted in the story are several years old
and predate reforms instituted by the agency?"
BACKGROUND
ICE processes an individual for removal only when all available information indicates that the individual is a
foreign national.
This week, ICE and DOJ announced a new nationwide policy that will help ensure that unrepresented
detainees with mental conditions or disorders that render them incompetent to represent themselves will be
appointed a qualified representative to represent them in removal proceedings. When fully implemented, this
policy will provide a critical safeguard to help prevent cases like those in the New Yorker story from
occurring.
In 2011, ICE revised its detainer form to include the number for a 24-hour, multi-lingual, toll-free hotline,
which detained individuals can call if they believe that an immigration detainer may have been
inappropriately lodged against them, including in the cases of individuals who claim they are U.S. citizens.
In addition to the hotline, ICE also maintains a community and detainee helpline to address problems and
concerns of the public. The helpline is also toll-free and is available front 8 am to Spin, Eastern Time,
Monday through Friday. ICE has responded to more than 11,000 phone calls from detainees and the general
public on this helpline.
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Below is my draft Issue Paper o
My Proposed Response below is vvhat I will
be releasing to the reporter if it gets approved by the ICE Privacy Office today. I wanted
you to be aware... Thanks!

ISSUE: The Illinois Times, a liberal weekly alternative newspaper in Springfield, III., is

o.rom
requesting ICE comment on the case ofrgm
I, a USC who says he was detained
for a week last spring by ICE before being released.
http://stateswithoutnations.blog pot.com/2012/06/ice kidnaps-another-us-citizen-in.html

The article indicates
ill he filing a lawsuit and has retained an
attorney.PAO could not meet reporter's deadline of COB July 13. However, he may still

be able to use it today. PAO is also vetting this response is for any future inquiries.

INTERNAL BACKGROUND: Per HSI and ERO, the subject was listed in CIS as an

LPR IR2 (child of a USC). His multiple convictions made him eligible for deportation
based on information initially available, and he was arrested May 4,2012 by HSI
Springfield. I lowever, he had derived U.S. citizenship from his parents who had both
naturalized before Ocampo turned 18. Once he presented evidence of his US citizenship
to ICE he was immediately released by ERO Chicago on May 10 2012.

I-213 Narrative
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

In March 2012, HSI RAC Springfield received information regarding
A
referral was sent from CIS BFU as the subject had been issued an LPR card by CIS, e
though the subject had multiple felony convicQnsb 4 ntmerous felony and
N was a Springf
misdemeanor arrests. The reported address foil
ss
Multiple attempts were made to request the A file from CIS Chicago for
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but the file was not sent to RAC Springfield. Records cheeks indicated that
the subject i an LPR from Colombia, with multiple felony convictions wirb rgIrred
r*MAilcrilab I e to removal On May 4,2012, ICE RAC Springfield located
Springfield, Ill.

Criminal History:

•

•

•

•

•

• • * On June
2009
as convicted in the Sangamon County Court
at Springfield, III., for the otfensc of Aggravated Battery. The sentence imposed is
unknown at this tiine.
• • * On June
2009
as convicted in the Sangamon County Court
at Springfield, Ill., for the offense of Felony Auto theft. Ile was sentenced to 3
years in prison.
rb)(6).(b)(7)(c)
• • *On August
2004
'was convicted in the Coles County Court at
Charleston, Ill., for the offense of Possession of Stolen Property. I le was
sentenced to 3 years in prison.
rb)(6)a)(7)
• • *
On May
2006, (c)
was convicted in the Naussau County District
Court at I lempstead, New York for the offense of Assault in the 3rd with intent to
cause injury. The sentence imposed is unknown at this time.
• • * On Febntaryrl 2006
Tas convicted in the Naussau County
District Court at I lempstead, New York for the offense of Criminal Possession of
Stolen Property. The sentence imposed is unknown at this time.

was admitted to the United States on May 21, 1995 as a Lawful
Permanent Resident Although his pa
never married, both his mother and father
became naturalize
citizens when[
was under the age of 6T 7K ore under
INA § 320(a)
s a U.S. citizen. The NTA was cancelled and
was
released. Unfortunately, the USCIS system will never be updated unless
I
and
USCIS
adiudicates
it
in
his
favor.
affirmatively files an N-600
OCC tries to work
with these aliens and their attorneys to file this application so that the systems are clear.
Per OCC

r ")(7)(C)

PROPOSED ICE RESPONSE: (Pursuant to Appendix A II C 2)

(b)(5)
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ICE treats all claims of U.S. citizenship with the utmost seriousness. ICE has taken
numerous steps to ensure that the detention of U.S. citizens does not occur, including a
new detainer form and the launch of a toll-free hotline — (855) 448-6903 — that
detained individuals can call if they believe they may be U.S. citizens or victims of a
crime."
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To:
CC:
Subject: OPA: DNIVISION CHI INQUIRY ON DSC JAIL STAY EXTENDED

Date:

2012/01/04 18:55:42

Importance: High
Priority: Urgent

Type:

)(6).(b)(7)
FbC)
(b)(5)

Note

lease review this for accuracy.

(b)(5)

After you OK, then I have to send to Privacy — then to HQ.

Thanks. Give my best to your wife. She sounds charming.

Univision Chicago was informed that a USC raised in Puerto Rico
ISSUE:
was detained for an extended time because ICE planned to deport him to Guatemala.

PROPOSED ICE RESPONSE:
(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

BACKGROUND:
On Jan. 2,2012, a fax was received by ERO Chicago from the Will County Jail advising
t hat P67
tttas being released the ICE detainer on file. The detainer
6)a)(7)(C)
, , .e, ii lin
,
had been filed by the Fb)(7)( [in Dec. 21, 2011.
MMC)"1
r a
Chicago TEA on Jan. 3 at about 9:45am. During the transport
tated that
he was born in Puerto Rico. Immediately upon arrival at Broadview rfitm9(9
I was

y

interviewed and advised that he was born in New Jersey and went to school in
Puerto Rico. Several checks were .irti4.1.•1) telv mace to verify the information and based
6.
7 C)
on these checks the IEA determined[ 6'
born in the United States.
was then allowed access to a phone to contact someone for a ride but he
l
was unable to reach anyone. At about 10:30 am, the 'EA drover(")(7)(c)
to his
business in Joliet, Ill., and dropped him off. The IEA stated r"n )(7)(C)
was at
Broadview for about 30 minutes total time prior to being driven to his business.
ERO Chicago has contacted the Will County Jail for information concerning
case, but has not received the information yet.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Director of Communications, Central Region (Spokesman)
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) www.iCe.gOv

ibX6).(b)(7)(C)

214-905
214-850

office)
( cell)

From: Paula Gomez (b)(6)(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday January 04 2012 02:44 PM
Tor)(6).(b)(7)(c)
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Subject: Media Inquiry for 5 p.m.

Hello rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Happy New Year! Hope all is well.

Can you please give us a statement about this case?

r

b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

was arrested in Joliet on 12/20/11 due to a "domestic violence"

and "obstruct P.O." incident.

He claims after being detained from 12/20/11-1/3/12 at the Will County Adult Detention
Facility, authorities informed him the reason he was detained for so long was because ICE
wanted to deport him to Guatemala. He also claims he was driven fromJoliet to a Chicago
facility where yesterday he was finally able to prove he is a U.S. citizen, born in N.J. and of
Puerto Rican origin.

Do you know anything about this case and why was Caraballo detained for so long and claims to
have had an incident with ICE?

Court case number

rb)(7)(E)

rb)(7)(E)

His SS is

rb)(6)
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The police report has his name as
name and ss on the report are not the same.

as you can see both the last

Thank you,

Paula Gomez
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From rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
To

CC

Subject: OPA: ACLU claim filed in federal court re: detainer on USC
Date: 2011/12/01 14:12:12
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Beth, Brian and

ISSUE: ABC Indianapolis is requesting comment on a civil complaint filed in U.S.
District Court by the ACLU seeking a jury trial and compensatory damages
regarding a naturalized USC who was allegedly held on an ICE detainer for 3 days.
ACLU issued the news release below. A copy of the complaint is attached. Reporter is
also requesting removal statistics. Deadline: 3pm CST

BACKGROUND: According to ERO, OPLA has issued a preservation notice in this
case, Per OPLA, (b)(5)

ERO Case summary:
peared on the Foreign Born list
provided by Marion County on Sunday, August 29, 2010.Fma7)c) was arrested for
2010. Immigrat • i
evealed.
Operating While Intoxicated charges on August
multiple possible matches for I
was not
1111 CIS. Due to thc fact that
booked in with his second last name and
being a common n me, it could not
be immediately verified that the person who was arrested for OWI andr)(6)(7)(c)
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Citizen,c"")(7)(`)
were the same
I( Natura ized United States a)(6).a)(7)(
el-son. An immigration detainer was lodged on
n August 29, 2010.
posted bond on hi, criminal charges on August 31, 2010. ERO was notified
in the early morning hours of he following day, September 1,2010, concerning his
release to ICE. At approxima cly 8:00 A.M., on September 1, 2010,EbnxI) land other
Marion County ICE rcicases were transported to the Indianapolis, Indiana, ICE Office. It
rb)(6).(b)(7)(i)
should be noted that
[vas never booked into ICE custody, nor was the
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Marion County Jail issued an 1-203 as he was picked up the same day Marion
County sent an email concerning his release. While drivino the 1.3 miles from the

Marion County Jail to the Indianapolis, Indiana ICE Office
inquired as to
what was going to happen to him. During this time
tatc c had naturalized
as a United States Citizen.r)(6)(7)(c) was told that once we got to the ICE Office, thc
computer would be checked concerning his claim. He arrived at the ICE Office
approximately 10 minutes after leaving the Marion County Jail. Once at the office, the
other Marion County ICE releases were put in the holding cell. rb)(")(7)(c) Vemained out
on thc processing floor. Onc
full name was ueried, and verified the
first names of his parents it was concluded that
vas a Naturalized
United States Citizen
was immediately told that he was free to go. He was

also advised that if he should ever get arrested again, he should provide his full name to
avoid any further confusion.
was cordial and very grateful during the whole
30 minutes encounter between transporting him and releasing him out of the ICE Office.

ACLU NEWS RELEASE:

Wcd., Nov. 30, 2011

ACLU Indiana Defends U.S. Citizen Illegally Detained in Anticipation of Possible
Deportation

Indianapolis - The ACLU of Indiana today filed a complaint on behalf of a United States
citizen who was erroneously and unconstitutionally detained at the direction of federal
agents in anticipation of possible deportation.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

is a naturalized United States citizen. After beM arrested late in the
evening on August GI 2010, for a violation of Indiana law
vas taken into
custody in Indianapolis. lie was eligible for bail almost immediately, but he could not be
released, because on Aug. 29, federal immigration agents from Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) issued an immigration detainer, which had the effect of requiring that
)(6)a)(7)(C)
held pending possible immigration proceedings and deportation.

k

The detainer was issued without probable cause or reasonable sus icion that r
was
in the U.S. illegally. Of course, a U.S. citizen cannot be deported
a U.S. citizen
since 2000 residing in Marion County, had provided arresting officers with his Indiana
driver's license, but found himself held for three days without bail at the Marion County
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Jail because of thc ICE detainer. He was never given the opportunity to prove his U.S.
citizenship to the ICE agents who were responsible for his continued detention.

).(b)(
As a result of his unlawful imprisonment, rb)(6 7)(C)a married father of four, missed two
days of work for which he was not paid, and was unable to accompany his wife, who was
six months pregnant, to her medical appointment.

"The current political climate regarding immigration issues has created an environment
where these situations occur all too often," said Gilbert Holmes, Executive Director of the
ACLU of Indiana. "We don't want a repeat in Indiana of what's happening in some states,
where they've passed laws allowing people to be stopped on the basis of looks, and where
you're considered guilty until proven innocent."

"We are concerned about the lack of ny procedures here to safeguard against what
appears to be the clear deprivation of (6),fb)
(b )(7)(C)
basic constitutional rights. No
citizen, naturalized or otherwise, should have to worry about being deported." said Ken
Falk, the ACLU of Indiana's Legal Director.

ICE is part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. Illegal detention violates a
U.S. citizen's rights under the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States. The ACLU of Indiana is reques ing a jury trial on behalf o
Thc case was
filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Indiana under cause
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
number Mormurc
and is captioned

PROPOSED STATEMENT: (b)(5)
(b)(5)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Spokeswoman
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
312-347

office)
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312-446

cell)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Sender: rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Recipient:

Sent Date: 2011/12/01 14:12:11
Delivered Date: 2011/12/01 14:12:12
Generator: Microsoft Word 19 (filtered medium)
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From

rb)(6))(b)(7)(C)

To
CC

Subject:

RE: ACLU ANNOUNCES LAWSUIT AGAINST ICE—DETAINING USC

Date: 2011/12/01 11:44:39
Type: Note

1 have a call in to my Chief Counsel and am

nine to hear back. My guess is OPLA will

(b)(5)

rb)(6))(b)(7)(C)

Spokeswoman
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
312-34

(office)

312 44(

(cell)

rb)(6))(b)(7)(C)

rb)(6))(b)(7)(C)

From:
Sent: I hursdav, December 01, 2011 1U:39 AM
To: Th)(67)(C)
Cc:
rb)(6),

)( )( )

Subject RE. ACLU ANNOUNCES LAWSUIT AGAINST ICE--DETAINING USC

rb)(6))(b)(7)(C)

wants to know if <MLA has cleared, because oldie pending litigation.
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rb)(6))(b)(7)(C)

From fb ) ( 6 ) ) ( 7 ) C
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 6:55 PM
To: Th)(67)(C)
Cc:
Itbxo
Subject: OPA: ACLU ANNOUNCES LAWSUIT AGAINST ICE--DETAINING USC
Importance: High

Please vet the below draft response through Privacy.

(b)(5)

Note that the AP deadline has passed, but they may be able to make modifications if we
hurry.

Thanks!!

i
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Director of Communications, Central Region (Spokesman)
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) www.ice.gov
i
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

214-905
214-850

office)
cell)

ISSUE: AP Indianapolis is requesting comment on a complaint filed in federal court by
the ACLU regarding a naturalized USC who was allegedly detained by ICE for 3 days.
ACLU just issued the news release below. A brief AP article went out (see below) but
reporter will include an ICE comment if we provide it tonight.
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PROPOSED STATEMENT
(b)(5)

BACKGROUND: According to ERO, OPLA has issued a preservation notice in this
case.
c)

ERO Case summary: rb)mam
appeared on the Foreign Born list
provided by Marion County on Sunday, August 29, 2010. Irb)maxlx`) ',vas arrested for
2010. Immigration •ucries revealed
Operating While Intoxicated charges on Augus
multiple possible matches for
'n CIS. Due to thc fact that
as not
rb
roc)
I
booked in with his second last name an )(6)m
'
being a common name; it could not
be immediately verified that the person who was arrested for OWI andr 6 r 0)(7)(c)
)(6).(b)(7)(C)
1( Naturalized United States Citizen,r("373l)
I were the same
person. An immigration detainer was lodged on rb)(6)a)(7)1`) Ion August 29, 2010.
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
posted bond on his criminal charges on August 31, 2010. ERO was notified
in the early morning hours of the following day, September 1,2010, concerning his
release to ICE. At approximately 8:00 A.M., on September 1, 2010,
and
other Marion County ICE releases were transported to the Indianapolis, Indiana, ICE
Office. It should be noted that IrbSiMbSUM was never booked into ICE custody, nor
was the Marion County Jail issued an 1-203 as he was picked up the same day
Marion County sent an email concerning his release. While driving the 1.3 miles
from the Marion County Jail to the Indianapolis, Indiana ICE Office,
as to what was going to happen to him. Durin this time,
naturalized as a United States Citizen,
was told at once we got to the ICE
Office, the computer would be checked concerning his claim. lie arrived at the ICE
Office approximately 10 minutes after leaving the Marion County Jail. Once at the
office, the other Marion County ICE releases wereut in the holding cell. )(6 ) ) 7 ) C
remained out on the processing floor. Once
full name was queried, and
verified the first names of his pare
concluded
that
was a
Naturalized United States Citizen.
Tits imme diately toh
that e was frcc to
go. He was also advised that if he should ever ret arrested again, he should provide his
full name to avoid any further confusion.
as cordial and very grateful during
the whole 30 minutes encounter between transporting him and releasing him out of the
ICE Office.
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ACLU NEWS RELEASE:

Wed., Nov. 30, 2011

Contact: Kelly Jones Sharp
Director of Communications & Education
P: 317-635-4059 Ext. 1221M: 317-490-5310

ACLU Indiana Defends U.S. Citizen Illegally Detained in Anticipation of Possible
Deportation

Indianapolis - The ACLU of Indiana today filed a complaint on behalf of a United States
citizen who was erroneously and unconstitutionally detained at the direction of federal
agents in anticipation of possible deportation.

Victor Jimenez is a naturalized United States citizen. Aftcr being arrested late in the
evening on August 28, 2010, for a violation of Indiana law, Jimenez was taken into
custody in Indianapolis. He was eligible for bail almost immediately, but he could not be
released, because on Aug. 29, federal immigration agents from Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) issued an immigration detainer, which had the effect of requiring that
Jimenez be held pending possible immigration proceedings and deportation.

The detainer was issued without probable cause or reasonable suspicion that Jimenez was
in the U.S. illegally. Of course, a U.S. citizen cannot he deported. Jimenez, a U.S. citizen
since 2000 residing in Marion County, had provided arresting officers with his Indiana
driver's license, but found himself held for three days without bail at the Marion County
Jail because of the ICE detainer. lie was never given the opportunity to prove his U.S.
citizenship to the ICE agents who were responsible for his continued detention.
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As a result of his unlawful imprisonment, Jimenez, a married father of four, missed two
days of work for which he was not paid, and was unable to accompany his wife, who was
six months pregnant, to her medical appointment.

The currcnt political climate regarding immigration issues has created an environment
where these situations occur all too often: said Gilbert Holmes, Executive Director of the
ACLU of Indiana. "We don't want a repeat in Indiana of what's happening in some
states, where they've passed laws allowing people to be stopped on the basis of looks, and
where you're considered guilty until proven innocent."

"We are concerned about the lack of any procedures here to safeguard against what
appears to be the clear deprivation of Mr. Jimenez's basic constitutional rights. No
citizen, naturalized or otherwise, should have to worry about being deported." said Ken
Falk, the ACLU of Indiana's Legal. Director.

ICE is part of the U.S. Department of I Iomeland Security. Illegal detention violates a
U.S. citizen's rights under the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States. The ACLU of Indiana is requesting a jury trial on behalf of Jimenez. The case
was filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Indiana under
cause number I : 1 1 -cv- 1582, and is captioned Jimenez v. United States.

AP STORY: ACLU sues ICE over citizen's detainment in Indy
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The American Civil Liberties Union of Indiana says a
naturalized U.S. citizen was illegally detained for three days in Indianapolis for possible
deportation.

The ACLU filed a lawsuit against unknown agents of U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement on behalf of Victor Jimenez on Wednesday in U.S. District Court in
Indianapolis. The suit alleges the agency violated his Fourth Amendment rights against
unreasonable search and seizure.

The ACLU says Jimenez was arrested on Aug. 28 and was eligible for bail but couldn't
be released because of an ICE immigration detainer that required he be held pending
possible immigration proceedings. The ACLU says Jimenez has been a U.S. citizen since
2000, and U.S. citizens can't be deported.
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A spokeswoman for ICE didn't have any immediate comment concerning the case.
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rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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Sent Date 2011/12/01 11:44:34
Generator: Microsoft Word 19 (filtered medium)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION

VICTOR JIMENEZ

)
)
)
)
)

v.

No

)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
UNKNOWN AGENT(S) OF
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS
ENFORCEMENT, in their individual
capacities;

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

COMPLAINT
Introduction
1.

Plaintiff Victor Jimenez is a United States Citizen who was naturalized more than ten

years ago. Unknown Immigration and Customs Enforcement ("ICE") Agent(s) nonetheless
issued an immigration detainer against Mr. Jimenez without any cause whatsoever on the
negligently erroneous belief that he was an undocumented and deportable alien. As a result, Mr.
Jimenez, who had been arrested, was held on an immigration hold, rather than being released.
The actions of the Unknown ICE Agent(s) violated Mr. Jimenez's rights under the Fourth
Amendment. Additionally, under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the United States is liable for the
negligence, false imprisonment, and other torts of its employees.
Jurisdiction, Venue, and Cause of Action
2,

This Court has jurisdiction of this cause pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and § 1346.

3.

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391.
This action is brought pursuant to the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and
Page I 1
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pursuant to Riven& v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics. 403 U.S. 388
(1971), and pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671. et seg.
5.

Plaintiff has complied with all pre-requisites for claims under the Federal Tort Claims

Act. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2675, Mr. Jimenez sent his administrative claim to the Department
of Homeland Security on April 13, 2011. There has been no reply and therefore, with the
passage of six months, Mr. Jimenez is deeming the claim to be denied pursuant to 28 U.S.0 §
2675(a).
Parties
6.

Plaintiff Victor Jimenez is a naturalized citizen of the United States and resides in Marion

County, Indiana. He is married and has four children.
7.

Defendant ICE agent(s) are one or more individuals whose identities are not currently

known to the plaintiff. Upon information and belief, they were, at all times relevant to this
Complaint, agents, employees, officers or otherwise representatives ICE, the investigative arm of
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. ICE agents have the responsibility of investigating.
arresting, and detaining undocumented aliens subject to deportation.
8.

ICE is part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, an agency of the United States.

Factual Allegations
9.

ICE agents issue immigration detainer requests to local law enforcement agencies.

pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 287.7 for the purpose of "arresting and removing" aliens. See 8 C.F.R. §
287.7(a).
10.

Upon receiving an immigration detainer notice, the local law enforcement agency is

required to "maintain custody of thc alien for a period not to exceed 48 hours, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays" past the time the detainee would normally be released. 8
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C.F.R. § 287.7(d).
11.

However, a detainer may only be issued if the ICE official has probable cause that the

alien 'snot lawfully admitted or present in the United States. See 8 U.S.C. § 1357(d)(1).
12.

Furthermore, ICE agents have been specifically informed of the need to ensure that

American citizens are not impermissibly detained on immigration detainers. On November 19,
2009, Assistant Secretary John Morton issued the second of two memorandums emphasizing that
"ICE cannot assert its civil immigration enforcement authority to arrest and/or to detain a USC
[United States citizen] and that "[i]f evidence indicates the individual is a USC [United States
citizen], ICE should neither arrest nor place the individual in removal proceedings." John
Morton Superseding Guidance on Reporting and Investigating Claims to United States
Citizenship, at 1. The memorandum is attached to this Complaint.
13.

Upon information and belief, when a person is processed into the Marion County Jail, his

or her information is entered into the Jail Information Management System, including, among
other things, his or her name, date of birth, place of birth, and social security number.
14.

Upon information and belief, ICE agents have constant access to Marion County Jail's

Jail Information Management System and regularly review the records of new detainees.
15.

Mr. Jimenez was born in Mexico, but was naturalized as an American citizen in 2000.

16.

He has an American passport and a Social Security number. Both documents state his

name as "Victor Manuel Jimenez."
17.

Mr. Jimenez also has an Indiana driver's license. The name on his license is "Victor

Manuel Jimenez."
18.

At or around 11:30 pm on Saturday, August 28, 2010, Mr. Jimenez was stopped in his

vehicle and detained by an unknown police officer from the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police
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Department (IMPD) on the suspicion that Mr. Jimenez had been driving under the influence of
alcohol.
19.

At that time, Mr. Jimenez gave the police officer his Indiana driver's license and the

police officer kept it.
20.

Under Indiana law, only citizens of the United States or person's with lawful immigration

status may obtain a driver's license.
21.

Mr. Jimenez was then taken briefly to the Shelby Street police station in Indianapolis.

Indiana and then to the Arrestee Processing Center where he was processed.
22.

While he was being processed, Mr. Jimenez provided his name, address and other

identifying information.
23.

Upon information and belief, early the next morning on Sunday, August 29, 2010,

defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s) issued an immigration detainer that required that Mr. Jimenez
be held for up to 48 hours from when he would otherwise be released.
24.

At no point prior to the issuance of the immigration detainer was Mr. Jimenez

interviewed by anyone from ICE regarding his citizenship or his immigration status. In fact,
from his name, date of birth, social security number, and other information contained in the
Marion County Jail's Jail Information Management System, an employee of ICE could easily
verify that Mr. Jimenez was an American citizen.
25.

At no point did the defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s) have probable cause or reasonable

suspicion that Mr. Jimenez was in this country illegally.
26.

The morning of Sunday, August 29, 2010, Mr. Jimenez had his bail hearing and his bail

was set for $150.
27.

At approximately 10:00 am, Mr. Jimenez's brother-in-law and father-in-law attempted to
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pay bail at the Arrestee Processi ng Center. However, they were told that Mr. Jimenez had.

28.

On Monday, August 30, 2010, Mr. Jimenez's wife again attempted to post bail. At that

time, she was told that ICE had issued an immigration detainer on Mr. Jimenez and that there
was no bail to be paid since Mr. Jimenez was in the hands of ICE.
29.

Eventually, Mr. Jimenez was taken to the Marion County Jail. Worried about his

continued detention, Mr. Jimenez asked an employee of the Marion County Jail why he was still
not being released on bail. He was told that ICE had issued an immigration detainer and that he
would be held pending deportation proceedings.
30.

Fearing an erroneous deportation, Mr. Jimenez adamantly protested to the correctional

officer that he was an American citizen and that there had been a mistake. Mr. Jimenez,
however, was never given an opportunity to prove his U.S. citizenship to the Unknown ICE
Agent(s) who issued his detainer and therefore his erroneous detention continued.
31.

On Tuesday, August 31, 2010, Mr. Jimenez was taken back to court where he obtained a

continuance for the hearing on his driving charge.
32.

At 11:04 am, with the help of Mr. Jimenez's public defender, Mr. Jimenez's wife was

finally able to post bail.
33.

However, Mr. Jimenez was still not released because of the hold erroneously imposed by

the Unknown ICE Agent(s).
34.

That same day, Mr. Jimenez was transferred to a new cell block at the Marion County Jail

where there were other persons of Hispanic descent.
35.

Worried that a terrible mistake had been made, Mr. Jimenez continued to protest to the

correctional officers, employees of the jail, and other detainees that he was an American citizen.
Again, the Unknown ICE Agent(s) did nothing to verify Mr. Jimenez's citizenship and Mr.
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Jimenez never had the opportunity to prove his citizenship to the Unknown ICE Agent(s).
36.

On Wednesday, September 1,2010, Mr. Jimenez had his clothing returned and was taken

to another cell where three Hispanic men were being detained for various immigration-related
offenses.
37.

On Wednesday, September 1,2010, Mr. Jimenez was taken from the Marion County Jail

and loaded into a van driven by an employee of ICE. Mr. Jimenez recognized the employee as
someone who on occasion visited the restaurant where Mr. Jimenez worked. Mr. Jimenez does
not know his name.
38.

Mr. Jimenez was told by the ICE employee that he was going to be taken to Chicago,

Illinois to face deportation proceedings. Mr. Jimenez again protested that a mistake had been
made and that he was a naturalized U.S. citizen.
39.

Before departing for Chicago, the ICE agent stopped at the local ICE office in

Indianapolis to verify Mr. Jimenez's immigration status. The officer requested Mr. Jimenez's
name and birth date and was able to verify that Mr. Jimenez was in fact an American citizen and
that he should be released.
40.

Finally, more than three days after he would have been able to be released on bail, but for

the hold erroneously imposed by the Unknown ICE Agent(s), Mr. Jimenez was released from
custody.
41.

The Unknown ICE Agent(s) owed Mr. Jimenez a duty of care to prevent his

imprisonment without cause and legal authority and breached that duty. leading to Mr. Jimenez's
continued imprisonment past the time that he would otherwise have been released on bail.
42.

As a direct and proximate result of the defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s) unlawful and

erroneous issuance of an immigration detainer, Mr. Jimenez suffered substantial damages,
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including physical pain and suffering, emotional distress and harm humiliation, lost wages, and
loss of liberty.
43.

Among other things, Mr. Jimenez missed two days of work and was not paid for the days

he missed
44.

At the time of his unlawful detention, Mr. Jimenez's wife was six months pregnant and

was scheduled for a doctor's visit to receive an ultrasound to discover the gender of his baby.
As a result of his erroneous detention, Mr. Jimenez was not able to accompany his wife on this
momentous occasion in his family's life and he feared for the health of his wife and unborn
child
45.

Mr. Jimenez also experienced extreme anxiety from the prospect of being erroneously

deported, being separated from his pregnant wife and three children, and the humiliation of being
labeled an unlawful alien.
46.

Mr. Jimenez also experienced physical discomforts and anxiety caused by his improper

imprisonment for three days.
47.

Defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s)' issuance of the detainer, without probable cause, was

the direct and proximate cause of Mr. Jimenez being detained for three days past the date he
should have been released.
48.

At all times Defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s) failed to exercise reasonable care with

regard to the initial and continued detention of Mr. Jimenez,
49.

At all times, the defendant ICE agent(s) acted under the color of federal law and within

the scope of the agent(s) employment.
Request for jury trial

50.

Plaintiff requests a jury trial on all claims in this case that may, pursuant to federal law,
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he tried to a jury.
Cause of Action

51.

Defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s)' issuance of an immigration detainer against Mr.

Jimenez without probable cause or reasonable suspicion to believe that he was an alien subject to
detention and removal constitutes an unreasonable seizure in violation of the Fourth
Amendment. This claim is made pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal
Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971).
52.

The actions of the Defendant Unknown ICE Agent(s), resulting in the erroneous

detention of, and injury to, Mr. Jimenez, represent negligence and caused plaintiff false
imprisonment and the United States is therefore liable under the Federal Tort Claims Act.
Request for relief

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court:
a.

Accept jurisdiction of this case.

b.

Award plaintiff his compensatory damages.

c.

Award all other proper relief.

Kenneth I Falk
No, 6777-49
ACLU of Indiana
1031 E. Washington St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202
317/635-4059
fax: 317/635-4105
kfalk@aclu-in.org

Gavin M. Rose
No. 26565-53
ACLU of Indiana
1031 E. Washington St.
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Indianapolis, IN 46202
317/635-4059
fax: 317/635-4105
grose@aclu-in.org

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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From rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
To

Subject: RE: Attached Image
Date: 2012/02/09 15:36:09
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

i
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

forwarded the Following information to me regarding this case. The
immigration detainer that had been issued was cancelled before she even had a bond
hearing for the local charge. ICE never took custody of her. See timeline below.

Thanks
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Based on inflormatio '
Iirion County Jail and record checks of ICE indices,
Agent r(( 76 )(r c) believed
to be a foreign born national who was possibly
unlawfully present in the United States, prompting him to lodge a detainer (DI IS Form I247) indicating that he had initia ed an investigation to determine whether she was
i
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
subject to removal. Subsequentl agent Eb
ril((76 ) /r) was informed by IMP[) that
asserted that she was a US citizen, alter which he canceled the detainer prior to her
posting bond and her initial hearing. Thus, at no time did the ICE detainer restrict her
release from local custody.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From:
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 1:32 PM
Subject:

)(6 )

)(7 )

C

rb)mamc)

To my best recollection,
was listed as a Mexican National on the
Marion County JIMS system on 12/11/2011
nd rj)(7)(E)
databases were ne•ative
for FRO.(b)(7 XC)
I I lodged an immigration detainer on
on 12/11/2011 in the morning hours. I received a phone message and email from thc
)mm
Marion County Jail concerning rbac)
claim of United States citizenship
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of lodging the detainer. I revisited the
latahase and
i within hoursvas
listed as an United States citizen with a place of birth as Indiana
immediately emailed a cancellation detainer over to Marion County for r
February 9, 2012, I contacted Marion County Inmate Records concerning i
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Marion County stated the following:

Booked into the Jail on 12/11/2011

4:51 A.M.

Immigration Detainer lodged 12/11/201 I@ 9:12 A.M.

Bond Set on 12/11/2011 g11:27 A.M.

Immigration Detainer cancelled 12/11/2011

2:40 P.M.

Criminal Bond Posted 12/11/2011 (di. 3:04 P.M.

Initial Court Hearing 12/11/2011 4. 3:30 P.M

Released 12/11/2011 c 4:30 P.M.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Assistant Field Office Director
DHS/ICE/ERO
Chicago Field Office
(312) 347-rValdesk)
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On

(312) 735- mu: cell)

Warn
• document is UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (U//F0
t contains
information that ma
empt from public release under the Freed
nformatibn Act (5 tA5C
552)11 is to be controlled, store ,
led, transmitted
uted, and disposed of ihi accordance
with DII5 policy relating to FOLIO informa
not to be released to the public or other
personnel who do not have a valid"
o no without pri
royal of an authorized DI15
No portion of this red.
ou/dbe furnished to the media, either in
verbal form.

FromIrb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 10:34 AM
Topormufn
Subject: FW: Attached Image

All,

The ABC station in Indianapolis is doing another story on a USC held in Mallon County
Jail on an imini2ration detainer. What can you tell me about the WOM an referenced
below?

rb)(6).(b)(7)

Thanks, (C)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Spokeswoman
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
312-347

yffice)

312 446

cell)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From: Sanchez, Rafael 1(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 10:20 AM
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To:rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Subject: FW: Attached Image

)(6 )

)(7 ) C

My detainer story will air the week of February 20th.

i

b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Beyond the guy who is suing you
rb)(6).th)(7)(C)
Iis complaining th
after a bar fight on 12/11/2011.

see your previous response below),
she was held on a detainer when she was arrested

)(6).(b)(7)(C)

lwas born 12/6/1985. She was held in the Marion County jail. I have attached
in the PDF above of her arrest above.

Let me know you find out.

Does ICE want to provide a statement on why it values the detainer process and what it
accomplishes?

Respectfully,
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Reporter
WRTV-6
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i

b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From:
Sent:

Thursday, December 01, 2011 3:32 PM

To :IM6MbX7 XC)
Subject:

RE: hole from Indianapolis re: media request

hey Ralael,

Here is what lean provide.., which isn't a whole lot...

"U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) does not comment on matters
pending litigation,"

As far as deportation slats for the Chicago ICE office (IL, IN, WI KY, KS, MO):

FY 2010
criminals)

10,346 (of those, 5,3K6 were convicted criminals, and 4,960 were non-

FY 2011
criminals)

11,786 (ol those, 7,491 were convicted criminals, and 4,295 were non-

Hope that helps!

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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Spokeswoman
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
312-347

(oFfice)

312-446

(cell)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From:rb
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 11:05 AM

To: rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Subject: Attached Image

Scripps Media, Inc., certifies that its advertising sales agreements do not discriminate on
the basis of race or ethnicity. All advertising sales agreements contain nondiscrimination
clauses.
Sender:

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Recipient:

Sent Date: 2012/02/09 15:36:08
Delivered Date: 2012/02/09 15:36:09
Generator: Microsoft Word 19 (filtered medium)
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From:

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

To:
Subject: RE: OCC Review - Detention of USC
Date: 2012/07/13 16:47:31
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Please keep close hold not sure if HQ wants these disseminated. We send these to HQ
whenever we have a USC claim of an alien in ICE custody.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

)(6 )

)(7 ) C

)(6).(b)(7)

ro
r

From: b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 3:43 PM
To: )(6).(b)(7)(C)
Subject: RE: OCC Review - Detention of USC

Could I possible get a copy of that memo? That would help me for background.

lb )(6).(b)(7)(C)
)(6).(b)
l(C)

r

From: b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Friday{ July 13, 2012 3:41 PM
Todrtimirovi(r)
Subject: RE: OCC Review - Detention of USC

Looks good. We prepared a USC memo on May 10, 2012, that concluded LJ
derived citizenship from his mother and that the NI A should be cancelled and

released. UnFortunately. the USCIS system will never be updated unless )(6).(b)( )(C)
affirmatively files an N-600 and USCIS adjudicates it in his favor. When we have these
cases we try to work with the alien and their attorney to file this application so that the
systems are clear.
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)(6 )

)(7 ) C

I rb
Fp.(b)(7) I

(7)(C

From irb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sen • Frid2', July 13 2012 12.06 PM
To (6).(b) 7 (C
Cc
Subject: OCC Review - Detention of USC

)(6 )

)(7 ) C

I'm trying to figure out what transpired in the case of
with this case?

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Are you familiar

Please review my Issue/Privacy paper below. HSI and ERO have signed off on it. I
waiting on specifics from USCIS about wherilitr6).b)(7)(c derived citizenship, but wanted
you to review what I have in case you have additional information to add.

Thanks!

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

ISSUE: The Illinois Times, a liberal weekly alternative newspaper in Springfield, III., is

requesting ICE comment on the case ofIrb)(6mb)(7)(c)
I a USC who says he was detained
for a week last spring by ICE before being released.
http://stateswithoutnations.blogspot.com/2012/061ice-kidnaps-anothcr-us-citizen-in.httn1
The article indicates kI6) (b)(7) kill he filing a lawsuit and has retained an
attornev.PAO will likely not be able to meet reporter's deadline of COB July 13, but

wants to draft a response for any future inquiries.
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INTERNAL BACKGROUND: Per HSI and ERO, the subject was listed ii (b M7) as an
LPR IR2 (child of a USC). His multiple convictions made him eligible for deportation
based on information initially available and he was arrested May 4,2012 by HSI
Springfield. I Iowever, if the parents naturalize before a child is 18, the child
automatically derives US citizenship. If an N-600 was never filed, then there would hello
indication in the records system that his status changed from LPR to USC. Once he
presented evidence of his US citizenship he was immediately released by ERO Chicago
on May 10, 2012.

NEEDED FROM USCIS: Specifics dates or confirmation from USCIS on when/if he
derived US citizenship from his parents and any info on why that would not be updated in
DI IS records. It is my understanding that (b)(7 t ill shows him as an LPR.

1-213 Narrative
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

In March of 2012 ICE RAC Springfield received infonnation regarding
for rb)(7)(E)
with I ISI. A referral was sent from CIS BEV as the subject had been issued
an LPR card by CIS, even though the subject had multiplqjlonvcoqvictions, numerous
felony and misdemeanor arrests. The reported address forl
was a Springfield,
Illinois address. Multiple attempts were made to request ii e A file from CIS Chicago for
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
but the file was not sent to RAC Springfield Records checks
indicate that the subject is art LPR from Colombia, with multiple felony convictions
which would render him amenable to remov I. On May 4,2012 ICE RAC Springfield
located rb)(6).M7Xe at r)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Springfield, Illino's; which was the last
address given when he was arrested in Augu t 2011 for DULIM "4(7)(c) was arrested and
transported to RAC Springfield for processing rb)(67)(C) n cars to be amenable to
removal under 237a2Aii and 237 a2Aiii of the INA.
as processed for an I861 Notice to Appear, and was booked into Sangamon County aft to await pick up by
ICE ERO Chicagorb.(7)(C) Ihas an extensive criminal history to include: 08
11 DUI
05
10 Resisting Peace Officer 07/D09 Knowngly damage property IVC Felony(Auto
theft) Cony. 3 years 050/09 Aggravated Battery Great Bodily Harm 01Q09 Refused
Blood alcohol test 06
06 IVC Felony (Auto theft) Conv-3 years 10
04 Driving
suspended/revoked 10/1D04 Fleeing police 08/1:004 Theft IVC Felony 10
03 Assault
Knowingly damage property Resisting peace officer 06403 Driving suspended/revoked
Aggravated fleeing 114402 Retail theft 04
02 Aggravated assault 01
06 Criminal
Possession of Stolen Property 4th degree -02 j 06 cony. of Crim Poss stolen property
5th 03 j 06 Assault 2nd Injure person while confined correctional facility -05
6
cony. of Assault 3rd with intent to cause injury.

PROPOSED ICE RESPONSE Pursuant to Appendix
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rb)(7)(E)

"Based on initial information available to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

(ICE), rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

kas arrested May 4,2012 because he appeared eligble for removal
based on his significant criminal history. As soon as ICE received evidence of his U.S.
citizenship, Mr. F(6)a)(7) was immediately released on May 10, 2012.

ICE treats all claims of U.S. citizenship with the utmost seriousness. ICE has taken
numerous steps to ensure that the detention of U.S. citizens does not occur, including a
new detainer form and the launch of a toll-free hotline — (855) 448-6903 — that
detained individuals can call if they believe they may be U.S. citizens or victims of a
crime."

lb )(6).(b)(7)(C)
)(6).(b)
Ir71fl

Sender

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Recipient
Sent Date: 2012/07/13 16:47:30
Delivered Date: 2012/07/13 16:47:31
Generator: Microsoft Word 19 (filtered medium)
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Officeofthe (bail Como)!
neparlinCTII of Hornflaild Securit>
525 Wesi N'LLn Buren S0)))21. Sun): 701
( hicao [Hook 000117

U.S. Immigration
and Customs
Enforcement

May 10, 2012
MEMORANDUM FOR:

Director of Field Operations, OPLA
Assistant Director for Field Operations, ERO

FROM:

Karen E. Lundgren, Chief Counsel
Office of Chief Counsel, Chicago
Ricardo Wong, Field Office Director
Enforcement and Removal Operations, Field Office Chicago

SUBJECT:

Claim to United States Citizenship
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
(the Claimant) is currently not in removal proceedings, but
is in the custody of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) after he was served on
May 4,2012 a Notice to Appear. It charges him as removable under INA §§
237(a)(2)(A)(ii)(two crimes involving moral turpitude not arising out of a single scheme of
criminal misconduct) and 237(a)(2)(A)(iii)(convicted of an aggravated felony as defined in
section 101(a)(43)(G) relating to a theft or a burglary offense for which the term of
imprisonment at least 1 year was imposed). The claimant was admitted to the United States
on May 21, 1995 as a Lawful Permanent Resident. On May 9,2012, the claimant made a
claim to U.S citizenship based on INA § 320(a), i.e., his mother's naturalization on
November 1, 2002.

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

We conclude (b)(5)
FACTS
Claimant's Date and Place of Birth
The Claimant was born in Pereira, Colombia onl(b)(7)(C) (b)(6)
Parent's Names Dates and Places of Birth Citizenship and Immigration Status
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"SENSITIVE/FRIVILEGED

PRE-DEC ISI O'AIATTORNEV WI

The claimant's mother (b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
is a naturalized citizen of the United
(b)(6)
(b)(7)(C)
States as of November 1,2002. His father
is also a
naturalized citizen of the United States as of April 25, 1996.
Parent(s) Marital Status
The claimant was born out of wedlock. His parents were never married.
Parent(s) Physical Presence or Residence in the United States
The claimant's U.S. citizen mother and father are physically present in the United States.
The Claimant's Immigration History
The claimant was admitted to the United States on May 2 I, 1995 as a Lawful Permanent
Resident.
Claimant's Criminal History
The claimant has the following criminal history:
On June la 2009, the claimant was convicted in the Sangamon County Court at Springfield,
Illinois for the offense of Aggravated Battery. The sentence imposed is unknown at this time.
On June
2009. the claimant was convicted in the Sangamon County Court at Springfield,
Illinois for the offense of Felony Auto theft. He was sentenced to 3 years in prison.
On August
2004, the claimant was convicted in the Coles County Court at Charleston.
Illinois for the offense of Possession of Stolen Property. lie was sentenced to 3 years in
prison.
On May
2006, the claimant was convicted in the Naussau County District Court at
I Icmpstead, New York for the offense of Assault in the 3rd with intent to cause injury. The
sentence imposed is unknown at this time.
On Februar
2006, the claimant was convicted in the Naussau County District Court at
I Icmpstead, New York for the offense of Criminal Possession of Stolen Property. The
sentence imposed is unknown at this time.
He was also arrested for the following offenses but their dispositions are unknown:
0
05
05
01

11 DUI
10 Resisting Peace Officer
9 Aggravated Battery Great Bodily Harm
09 Refused Blood alcohol test
04 Driving suspendecUrevoked
04 Fleeing police
03 Assault
Knowingly damage property
Resisting peace officer
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06
11
04

03 Driving suspendecUrevoked
Aggravated fleeing
02 Retail theft
02 Aggravatcd assault
LEGAL ANALYSIS

(b)(5)

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
(b)(5)

P.
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•

a •

From

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

To

CC

Subject: RE: OPA: Arrest of Derivative USC
Date: 2012/07/16 14:23:49
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C

We will be issuing the below in 30 minutes unless we hear otherwise from you.

Thanks!
rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From.i

Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 12:16 PM
To: )(6) (b)(7)(C)
CC:
l
b )(Or )(7)(C)
Subject: RE: OPA: Arrest of Derivative USC

Am I ok to release this to the reporter'? I was hoping to get it to him by mid-day today.

r

b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
)(6 )

ICE Public Affairs I 312-347

)(7 ) C
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(7)(C)

desk) I 312-446

(cell) I

FromIrb )( 6 ).(b )( 7 )(
Sent: Monday, July 16 2012 9:46 AM
To: Tb)(6).(b)(7)(C
Cc:
Irb )(6),)(7)(C)

Subject: RE: OPA: Arrest of Derivative USC

Thanks — taking a look now

r

From b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 10:29 AM
Cc:
73,7%)(7)(c)
Subject: Re: OPA: Arrest of Derivative USC

Addin DHS for vis.
Director
ICE Office of Public Affairs

From p)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 10:21 AM
To: Tb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Cc:
rb)(6).tb)(7)(C)

Subject: OPA: Arrest of Derivative USC

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

ISSUE: The Illinois Times, a liberal wcckl alternative newspaper in Springfield, Ill., is

requesting ICE comment on thc case of
a USC who says he was detained
for a week last spring by ICE before being released.
http://stateswithoutnations.blog pot.com 2012/06/ice-kidnaps-another-us-citizen-in.html
The article indicatesrb)(")(7)(C) will be filing a lawsuit and has retained an
attorney.PAO could not meet reporter's deadline of COB July 13. However, he may still
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be able to use it today — Deadline Noon Eastern. PAO is also vetting this response is for
any future inquiries.

INTERNAL BACKGROUND: Per HSI and ERO, the subject was listed inSs an LPR
IR2 (child of a USC). His multiple convictions made him eligible for deportation based
on information initially available, and he was arrested May 4,2012 by HSI Springfield.
I lowever he had derived U.S. citizenship from his parents who had both naturalized
before
urned 18. Once he presented evidence of his US citizenship to ICE, he
was immediately released by ERO Chicago on May 10 2012.

1-213 Narrative
r)(6).(b)(7)(c)
In March 2012, HSI RAC Springfield received information regarding
A referral
was sent from CIS BFU as the subject had been issued an LPR card by CIS, even though the
subject had multiple felon convictions, and numerous felony and misdemeanor arrests. The
lIII address Multiple attempts were made to
reported address for
was a Sqrioofjob
LIM6).(b)(7)(C)
request the A file from CIS Chicago for
'but the file was not sent to RAC
Springfield. Records checks indicated hat the subject is
LPR from Colombia, with multiple
felony convictions which render a him amenable to rempval. On May 4,2012. ICE RAC
attu)(6).(b)(7 (C)
Springfield located rD)(MUXC)
I Sprinafield, Ill.

Criminal History:
•

On June
2009 (b)(6) (b)(7) was convicted in the Sangamon County Court at
Springfield, Ill., for the offense of Aggravated Battery. The sentence imposed is
unknown at this time.

•

On June
2009 (b)(6) (b)(7) was convicted in the Sangamon County Court at
Springfield, Ill., for the offense of Felony Auto theft He was sentenced to 3 years
in prison.

•

On August 121 2004, ll,b0,0l) was convicted in the Coles County Court at
Charleston, Ill., for the offense of Possession of Stolen Property. He was
sentenced to 3 years in prison.

•

2006, L)(6) (b) was convicted in the Naussau County District Court
On May
at Hempstead, New York for the offense of Assault in thc 3rd with intcnt to cause
injury. The sentence imposed is unknown at this time.

•

On February
2006, (b)(6),(b) was convicted in the Naussau County District
Court at Hempstead, New York for the offense of Criminal Possession of Stolen
Property. The sentence imposed is unknown at this time.
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9)6
),((b) was admitted to the United States on May 21, 1995 as a Lawful
Permanent Resident. Although his parents were never married, both his mother and father
rb)(6).(b)(7)
became natur.
14,64)
.
citizens when (6
was under the age of 1
re, under
I.
INA § 320(a),
a U.S. citizen. The NTA was cancelled and
was
released. Unfortunately, the USCIS system will never be updated unless
affirmatively files an N-600 and USCIS adjudicates it in his favor. OCC tries o work
with these aliens and their attorneys to file this application so that the systems are clear.

Per OCC:

PROPOSED ICE RESPONSE: (Pursuant to Appendix A II C 2) PRIVACY/OPLA
APPROVED
(b)(5)

r

.

ICE Public Affairs I 312-347-rVabesk) I 312-446-Ea(cell) I

)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Sender rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Recipient
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rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Sent Date: 2012/07/16 14:23:48
Delivered Date: 2012/07/16 14:23:49
Generator: Microsoft Word 11 (filtered medium)
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From:

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

To:

CC:

Subject: RE: OPA: Detainers placed on USC in Indianapolis
Date: 2012/02/15 15:56:31
Priority: Normal
Type: We

+DHS

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

From.
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 3:51 PM
To )( ).(b)(7)(C)

cd
(b)( )(C)

Subject: OPA: Detainers placed on USC in Indianapolis

Brian, Beth and

b6

ISSUE: WRTV in Indianapolis is doing a February Sweeps story next week on detainers

placed on USCs. lie is requesting releasable information on a USC female who is
complaining that she was held on an ICE detainer after getting arrested in a bar fight in
December. Reporter is also requesting a statement on why detainers are important and
what they accomplish. Deadline: Thursday 2pm CST

Page 1 of 4

BACKGROUND: The reporter did a previous story in early December when the ACLU
filed a civil complaint in U.S. District Court in Indianapolis seeking a jury trial and

compensatory damages regarding Th)(6).(b)(7)(C)
a naturalized USC who was
allegedly held on an ICE detainer for 3 days at the Marion County Jail. At that time, ICE
declined comment clue to pending litigation. T c,.reppocr is now doing a story for
February Sweeps that also looks at the case of
is
complaining that she was held on a detainer at the Marion County Jail after being arrested
at a bar fight on Dec. 11,2011.

From ERO: The immigration detainer that had been issued to

was cancelled
before she even had a bond hearing for the local charge. ICE never took custody of her.

)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Per the PRO agent: To my best recollection
ka
s listed as a Mexican
ndr)(7)R)
National on the Marion Countvrb)(7)(E) 'system on 12/11/2011.
Vatabases were
negative forr)(6)a)(7)(c)
I I lodged an immigration detainer on
n 12/11/2011 in the mornine hours I received a phone message and email from the
n7
Marion County Jail concerning
claim of United States citizenship within hours
of lodging the detainer. I revisited the
database and )(6)a)(7)(C)
lwas listed as a
United States citizen with a place of birth as Indiana. I ii mediately mailed a cancellation
detainer over to Marion County for
' The detainer was cancelled prior to her posting
bond and her initial hearing. Thus, at no im id the ICE detainer restrict her release from local
custody.

Timeline:
Booked into the jail on 12/11/2011 (et' 4:51 A.M.
Immigration Detainer lodged 12/11/2011g 9:12 A.M.
Bond Set on 12/11/2011 @I I :27 A.M.
Immigration Detainer cancelled 12/11/2011 (ñ2 2:40 P.M.
Criminal Bond Posted 12/11/2011

3:04 P.M.

Initial Court Hearing 12/11/2011 @3:30 P.M
Released 12/11/2011

4:30 P.M.

PROPOSED RESPONSE: Pursuant to Appendix
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rb)(7)(E)

Privacy Approved)

(b)(5)

On Background: An immigration detainer (Form I-247) is a notice that DHS issues to
federal, state and local LEAs to inform them that ICE intends to assume custody of an
individual in thc LEAS custody and to request that thc LEA notify ICE as soon as
possible prior to the time when LEA would otherwise release the individual. Detainers
help ensure that individuals who are convicted of criminal charges or have previously
been removed are not released back into the community to potentially commit more
crimes. Detainers are critical tools in assisting ICES identification and removal of
criminal aliens, immigration fugitives, illegal re-entrants, recent border crossers and
others who have no legal right to remain in the United States.
littp://www.ice.gov/news/library/factsheets/detainer-thqs.litm
http://www.ice.govinews/relcases/1 I 12/1 I I 229washingtondc.htm

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Spokeswoman
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
312-347
312-446

rb)(6).
(b)(7)(C)

office)
cell)

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Sender:

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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From rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
To

Subject: RE: visit to Indianapolis, IN
Date: 2012/01/25 18:17:33
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Here is a brief summary on the USC that was in custody for 30 minutes.

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS/ICF/FRO
Chicago Field Office
(312) 347

desk)

(312) 735

cell)

document is UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (U//FOUO
o tains
information that may
t from public release under the Freed
o mation Act (5125C
552)11 is to be controlled, store
imam;
'bitted, and disposed of in accordance
with DI-t5 policy relating to FOLIO info
released to the public or other
personnel who do not h
need-to-know" without prior approv.
authorized DI-15 official
Na port
report should be furnished to the media, either in written or ye

i
b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
From:
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 2:47 PM
To: )(0.(bX7XC)
Subject: FW: visit to Indianapolis, IN
Importance: High

—13o-not-disse
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Please see below do any of you know of any hot topics

Pleuse respond back toLajby 10:00 urn Thursday January 26

From: (b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 2:41 PM
To: 1(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
Cc: Wong, Ricardo. l(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
Subject: visit to Indianapolis, IN
Importance: High

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

Per our conversation, can you please provide a basic word document highlighting major
"snakes in the grass" and/or ICE operations/issues in the Indianapolis, IN AOR deemed
relevant and useful to S1 and submit back to me by 2:00 p.m(CST)on January 26, 2012.
Attached is a template to go by.

A "Snake in the Grass" is any political or media related event worth noting; or anything
that can blindside the Secretary. Negative responses are required.

Half-page page bulleted summaries of local news coverage regarding programs or issues
related to your component or directive in the Indianapolis, IN AOR.

Each item should:

1)

Be an active issue in the media within the past three weeks, unless very likely to
arise again with Sl's presence.
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2)

Be reports originating from a local or state news source. (Not, for example, a
widespread wire story that the local papers also run, unless pertaining to a local
is

31

Be 2-3 sentences describing why this issue is important from the perspective of
your component/directive.

4)

Include citations to news reports (with hyperlinks)

Thank you,

(b)(6) (b)(7)
(C)

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

Desk Officer (TDY)
Field Operations - East
DHS/ICE/ERO
500 12th Street SW, Suite 2007
Washington, D.C. 20536
(b)
Office: (202) 732 (b)(6)
(NCI

Fax: (202) 732-4566
Cell: (312) 296tV6,(b)

Sender

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

Recipient

Sent Date: 2012/01/25 18:17:31
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Li

t

SI Visit to Indianapolis, Indiana
Component State Background Paper

•

Issue #I: A United State citizen was detained in ICE custody at the Indianapolis ERO Office.
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)

•vas charged with Operating While Intoxicated on August
2010.
An immigration detainer was lodged based on biographic matches in theEbX7XE)
(b)(7)
Subject was held in local custody by Marion County Jail after posting a criminal bond
on August 31, 2010. He was picked up by ICE pursuant to the detainer the following morning.
September 1,2010, and driven to the ICE ERO office in Indianapolis, IN. Within thirty minutes
it was determined that he was a naturalized United States citizen and he was released. There is
a currcnt lawsuit pending brought forward by ACLU.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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From: rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
To:
CC:

Subject: Response to ACLU claims of USCs in detention
Date: 2011/12/15 13:14:12
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Team,
If you receive any media inquiries in reference to ACLU claims that four USCs were
detained under SC, please provide the below on the record statement, back 'round info
and attached FAQs after you send your BBK. Please make sure you cc
and myself
on your BBK and advise which media outlet/reporter is doing a story. Thank you

On the record:

"Thc cases cited by the New York Times were highly unusual with unique factual
circumstances. That said, we treat all claims of U.S. citizenship with the utmost
seriousness. ICE is strongly committed to the prevention of similar situations and have
taken numerous steps to ensure that the detention of U.S. citizens does not occur.
Secure Communities is not designed and should not be used to detain U.S. citizens and
we work hand-in-hand with our state and local partners to ensure that it is used
appropriately."
Background:

Although these are isolated and unusual cases, DHS is scrubbing its database to ensure
that no U.S. citizens are incorrectly characterized as foreign nationals.
Recently, ICE has taken numerous measures to ensure that individuals being held by
local law enforcement on an immigration detainer are properly notified that the agency
has identified them as potentially being subject to removal from the country and to ensure
that these individuals are aware of their rights.
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ICE has revised its detainer form, which will launch soon nationwide. The primary
changes include:
•

•

•

•

• • * Thc new form requests that the LEA provide to the subject of thc detainer
a copy of the detainer form and a notice advising him or her that DHS intends to
assume custody. The notice informs these individuals that DHS has requested the
LEA to maintain custody beyond the time when they would have been released by
the state or local law enforcement authorities based on their criminal charges or
convictions. The notice contains translations into Spanish, French, Portuguese,
Chinese, and Vietnamese.
• • * The new fomi also emphasizes that local law enforcement agencies
(LEAs) may only hold an alien for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays).
• • * The new fomi will also include a number that LEAs should call if the local
law enforcement agency (LEA) believes the individual may be the victim of a
crime or a U.S. citizen. This number will connect them to the ICE Law
Enforcement Support Center.
• • * Thc new form will also include a number that the subject of the detainer
should call if he or she believes that he or she is a U.S. citizen or a victim of
crime. This number will connect them to the ICE Law Enforcement Support
Center

rb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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ICE Detainers: Frequently Asked Questions
Q1: What is an immigration detainer?

Al: An immigration detainer (Form 1-247) is a notice that DHS issues to federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies (LEAs) to inform the LEA that ICE intends to assume custody of an individual in the
LEA's custody.
An immigration detainer serves three key functions: 1) to notify an LEA that ICE intends to assume custody
of an alien in the LEA's custody once the alien is no longer subject to the LEA's detention; 2) to request
information from a LEA about an alien's impending release so ICE may assume custody before the alien is
released from the LEA's custody; and 3) to request that the LEA maintain custody of an alien who would
otherwise be released for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays) to
provide ICE time to assume custody.
Q2: Why does ICE issue detainers?

A2: Detainers are critical for ICE to be able to identify and ultimately remove criminal aliens who are
currently in federal, state or local custody.
ICE relies on the cooperation of our state and local law enforcement partners in this effort.
Q3: What lithe LEA needs the individual to remain in the United States for prosecution or other law
enforcement purposes?

Al Local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) are advised that once individuals are in ICE custody, they may
be removed from the United States. If the LEA wants an individual to remain in the United States for
prosecution or other law enforcement purposes, including acting as a witness, the agency should notify the
local Field Office or the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (802) 872-1(b373E)
Q4: Where does ICE's authority to issue a detainer stem from?

A4:By issuing a detainer, ICE requests that a law enforcement agency notify ICE before releasing all alien
and maintain custody of the subject fin a period not to exceed 48 hours, excluding Saturdays. Sundays, and
holidays, to allow ICE to assume custody. This request flows from federal regulations at 8 C.F.R. § 287.7,
which arises from the Secretary's power under the Immigration and Nationality Act § 103(a)(3), 8 U.S.C.
1103(a)(3), to issue ''regulations ... necessary to carry out [her] authority" under the INA, and from ICE's
general authority to detain individuals who are subject to removal or removal proceedings.

www.ice.gov
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Q6: What has been changed on the I-247 form?

A6: The new 1-247 form requests that the LEA provide to the subject of the detainer a copy of the
detainer form and a notice advising him or her that ICE intends to assume custody. The notice informs
these individuals that ICE has requested the LEA to maintain custody beyond the time when they would have
been released by the state or local law enforcement authorities based on their criminal charges or convictions.
The notice contains translations into Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese, and Vietnamese.
The new 1-247 form also emphasizes that local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) may only hold an alien for
a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays).
Q7: What happens if ICE does not assume custody of the individual after 48 hours?

AT If ICE does not assume custody after 48 hours (excluding weekends and holidays), the local law
enforcement agency (LEA) is required to release the individual. The LEA may not lawfully hold an individual
beyond the 48-hour period.
Q8: What if the subject of the detainer believes that he or she has been held beyond the 48 hours, or has
a complaint?

AS: The Notice to the Detainee advises individuals that if ICE does not take them into custody during the 48
hours, they should contact the LEA or entity that is holding them to inquire about their release from state or
local custody.
lithe individual has a complaint regarding the detainer or violations of civil rights or civil liberties connected
to DHS activities, he or she should contact the ICE Joint Intake Center at 1-877-2INTAKE (877-246-8253).
Q9: What happens if a detainer is placed on a victim of a crime or a U.S. citizen?

A9: If the local law enforcement agency (LEA) believes the individual may be the victim of a crime or a U.S.
citizen, the LEA should notify the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (802) 872-6020.
If the subject of the detainer believes that he or she is a victim of a crime or a U.S. citizen, that individual
should advise DHS by calling the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center at (802) 872-1310.
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Salvador.. below are our points on the allegations about the removal of U.S. cifizens. The
Phoenix case I mentioned involves a man namedrb)(67)(c)
who was born in Mexico but
adopted as an infant by a U.S. couple. We are trying to get clearance to release further
information about his case. When you know more about where you want to go with this story,
let's chat again.
i
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Western Regional Communicafions Director/Spokesperson
U.S. lmmigrafion and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
Phone: (949) 360
www.ice.gov

Allegations regarding the detention and removal of U.S. citizens
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•

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) only processes an individual for
removal when all available facts indicate, by clear and convincing evidence, that the
individual is an alien.

•

Instances involving individuals erroneously claiming to be aliens are rare. It is far
more common for ICE to encounter people who attempt to avoid removal by falsely
stating they are United States citizens.

•

Why would someone falsely claim to be an alien? In our experience, individuals may
lie about their nationality seeking to evade prosecution or avoid further incarceration.
They may also make such claims in an effort to avoid conditions often imposed by
probation were they to remain in the United States.

•

Individuals who misrepresent their truc identity and make false statements to ICE
officers create problems both for law enforcement and for themselves.

•

In the event a person formerly identified as an alien makes a claim to U.S.
citizenship, ICE will carefully and thoroughly investigate that claim. However, the
public must remember, there is no national database in the United States containing
all of this country's birth records. Further, U.S. immigration law creates a rebuttable
presumption that a person is an alien when he or she reports birth abroad.

•

ICE, the largest investigative arm of the Department of Homeland Security, is
responsible for enforcing our nation's immigration laws and we are committed to
doing so in a judicious, fair and appropriate manner.

•

Last year, ICE removed or returned nearly 350,000 illegal aliens to their native
countries. Of that number, one-third had criminal convictions in addition to being in
the country illegally.
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•

Those statistics reflect ICE's ongoing commitment to an ambitious enforcement
strategy aimed at securing our borders and strengthening our nation's legal
immigration system.
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